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Return to docs home
Welcome to the guide and reference pages for the FRED Modeling Platform™ Simulation Information Management
System (SIMS) tools. This document is focused on the execution of FRED simulations. For information on the FRED
Modeling Language™ please see the FRED Modeling Language documentation.
If you have questions about the company or are interested in speaking with our sales, recruiting, or other teams, please
visit the Epistemix website.
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ORGANIZATION

This document is provided in two parts. The first part is a guide, providing instructions on how to run FRED programs
and specific activities such as sweeps or sensitivity analysis. The second part is a reference guide, with descriptions of
each FRED SIMS tool. This reference section is organized alphabetically by the first letter of each tool.

1.1 FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
FRED includes a set of command-line tools as part of the FRED Simulation Information Management System (SIMS)
that manages the workflow and data associated with a user’s FRED projects. Using FRED SIMS helps to ensure that
FRED projects are reproducible.
This section provides a guide for the tools provided with FRED SIMS. For many users, this occurs behind the scenes.
For others, the commands described here are used to maintain your FRED models, experiments, and results. In particular, these commands are used with FRED Local to execute FRED programs on your local computer.
This document consists of a set of chapters describing the different tools and capabilities available with FRED SIMS.

1.1.1 Chapter 1: Common FRED SIMS tools
The most common tools in FRED SIMS are described in this chapter.
Formatting FRED program files
To provide a uniform formatting for FRED program files. you may use the fred_format command:
$ fred_format --help
usage: fred_format filename [ options ], where options include:
--check
- gives a non 0 exit code when differences exist
--diff
- prints the diff of the source and the formatted source
--help
- print this usage message
--in_place - make changes to file in place
For example, if you have a FRED program file called main.fred created using a text editor, it might look like this:
simulation {
start_date = 2021-Jan-04
end_date = 2021-May-31
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# lots of white space here

condition FOO {
transmissibility = 1
state A {
# this state has no actions
wait(1)
next(C)
}
# some comment about state B
state B {
wait(24)
default(C)
}
state C {}
}
To see a version of the file with a standard format, run fred_format:
$ fred_format main.fred
simulation {
start_date = 2021-Jan-04
end_date = 2021-May-31
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
}
# lots of white space here
condition FOO {
transmissibility = 1
state A {
# this state has no actions
wait(1)
next(C)
}
# some comment about state B
state B {
wait(24)
default(C)
}
state C {}
}
By default, the fred_format command prints a formatted copy of the file without modifying the original file. To
4
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change the original file, use the --in_place option.
• fred_format <fred_file> --in_place
– the option may be abbreviated --i
To see the difference between a file and its formatted version (before formatting it), use the --diff option.
• fred_format <fred_file> --diff
The --check option returns a non-0 exit code from fred_format when differences exist between the unformatted
and formatted files.
• fred_format <fred_file> --check
Running FRED directly
Usually you will want to use one of the job control commands described in subsequent sections for running a large
number of simulations with FRED. You can also run FRED directly from the command-line. The FRED program
takes several optional command line arguments, including the path to and name of the FRED program file:
$ FRED -p <program_file>
If the argument is omitted, the file main.fred in the current working directory is assumed. The program file must exist
or else an error occurs.
By default, FRED will create a directory called OUT and write a report to a file called OUT/RUN1/out1.csv. Log
messages will be printed on the screen, but can be saved to a file:
$ FRED -p main.fred > LOG.txt

Example: running FRED
Use a text editor to create a file called main.fred that contains the following lines.
##########################
# File: main.fred
simulation {
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
# Simulated Time Frame
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Apr-30
}
# Include a simple model of pandemic influenza
use FRED::Influenza
############################
This program tells FRED to simulate an influenza epidemic in Jefferson County, PA, for given time period. The
Influenza module Influenza.fred will be read from the FRED Modules Library.
To run FRED, use the command:

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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$ FRED > LOG.txt
Open the file OUT/RUN1/out.csv in a text editor or spreadsheet program to examine it. The file LOG.txt contains log
messages that show FRED in action. The LOG file is often helpful if errors occur.
FRED command line options
The FRED program takes several command line options:
$ FRED [-p program_file] [-r run_number] [-d directory] [-c ]
All the arguments are optional.
If the optional arguments are given, FRED reads the user-provided program_file, runs a single simulation with number
run_number, and writes its output files to the given directory. The output directory is relative to the current working
directory.
• If -p is omitted, program_file defaults to main.fred.
• If -r is omitted, run_number defaults to 1.
• If the -d is omitted, the output directory defaults to OUT.
The -c option is used by the FRED compiler as explained in the next section.
The FRED Compiler
If the -c argument is provided on the FRED command line, FRED compiles the program and prints any errors and
warnings would running a simulation. The preferred way to invoke the compiler is by the following command:
$ fred_compile -p <program.fred>
This runs the compiler on the named program and prints errors and warnings. Errors must be corrected before FRED
will execute the simulation. Warnings are printed for less serious issues such as redundant definitions of variables. The
user should examine the warnings carefully and correct any problems if necessary.
The FRED compiler is also called whenever the command-line tools run_fred or fred_job is invoked. If errors are
found, the user must fix the errors before the simulation will run.
Running a FRED job in the current directory: run_fred
The run_fred command performs multiple realizations (runs) in a local directory. Each run uses a distinct seed for
the random number generator, so the results will vary from run to run. The format is:
$ run_fred -p program.fred -d directory -s start_run -n end_run
The order of the arguments doesn’t matter, and all arguments have default values:
• The default for -p is main.fred
• the default for -d is OUT
• The default for -s is 1
• The default for -n is 1
As a result, the command run_fred -n 3 is the same as the following:
6
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$ FRED -p main.fred -s 1 -d OUT > OUT/RUN1/LOG
$ FRED -p main.fred -s 2 -d OUT > OUT/RUN2/LOG
$ FRED -p main.fred -s 3 -d OUT > OUT/RUN3/LOG
The random seed for each run is set based on the both the seed value in the params file and on the run number, so a
collection of FRED runs can be executed in any order with the same results.
The run_fred command automatically runs the FRED compiler and reports any errors or warnings. If any error
occurs, the program is terminated.
Typically, modelers do not use run_fred directly; instead, the fred_job command (described next) is used. This
command uses run_fred and also creates additional files to help manage your work. It may be a good idea to use
run_fred when initially developing or debugging models. If you have errors, check the output files in the OUT directory.
Job Control: fred_job
A FRED job is a set of simulations that use the same parameters except for the initial seed for the random number
generator. Running multiple replications is common practice with FRED because simulations are probabilistic and
replications permits statistical analysis.
To start a FRED job, use the command
$ fred_job [options]
where options include:
-h
-k
-p
-s
-n
-m

<key>
<program.fred>
<int>
<int>
<int>

-------

print help
assign job the specified key
use named program file (default main.fred)
start run number (default=1)
end run number
number of jobs to run in parallel on a multi-core processor

The fred_job command automatically runs the FRED compiler and reports any errors or warnings. If any error
occurs, the program is terminated.
All the data associated with a job is stored in a database (in a file directory structure) based on the FRED_HOME environment variable, namely $FRED_HOME/results. The location of this directory can be changed by modifying FRED_HOME
or explicitly set using the environmental variable FRED_RESULTS.
You can manage this database using these commands:
• fred_jobs lists all jobs in the database
• fred_clear_all_results deletes all jobs in the database
• fred_delete -k key deletes the job with given key

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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Example: running fred_job
The following command will create a FRED job with key “test” that includes 5 runs of FRED with the program specified
in the file main.fred:
$ fred_job -k test -p main.fred -n 5 > test.out &
The & symbol runs the job in the background, so you can continue working in the terminal.
Checking job progress
While the job is running, you can see its progress using the following commands:
• fred_jobs – lists all FRED jobs along with their run status
• fred_status -k key – print the status of job
• fred_get_progress -k key – print the status of job
• fred_log -k key – print the last few lines of the log file
• fred_find -k key – print the location of the job files
Job status: fred_status
fred_status prints the current status of the job:
$ fred_status -k test
will produce the output:
FINISHED Wed Sep

9 12:48:38 2015

Job progress: fred_get_progress
To have a FRED job report its progress while running, you should set the update_progress property in the simulation
block. The value of this property indicates the number of seconds between progress updates. By default, FRED will
report progress every 60 seconds. Here is an example:
simulation {
update_progress = 5
}
With this setting, FRED will update the progress report approximately every 5 seconds.
fred_get_progress can then be used to retrieve the progress of a fred job.

The command

$ fred_job -k my_job -p main.fred &
...
$ fred_get_progress -k my_job
RUN1: started at 2020-Sep-22 11:51:08
day 0 of 47 (0%) at 2020-Sep-22 11:51:28
day 12 of 47 (26%) at 2020-Sep-22 11:51:33
day 20 of 47 (43%) at 2020-Sep-22 11:51:39
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

day 28 of 47 (60%) at 2020-Sep-22 11:51:45
...

Job logs: fred_log
fred_log prints the last few lines of the log file:
$ fred_log -k test
will produce the output
STARTED: Wed Sep 9 12:48:32 2015
FINISHED: Wed Sep 9 12:48:38 2015
tail LOG1:
day 99 REPORT population took 0.000067 seconds
day 99 maxrss 79015936
day 99 finished Wed Sep 9 12:48:34 2015
DAY_TIMER day 99 took 0.000161 seconds

FRED simulation complete. Excluding initialization, 100 days took 0.290909 seconds
FRED finished Wed Sep 9 12:48:34 2015
FRED took 1.110621 seconds

Managing the results database
There are a few commands that help manage the information in the results database (which, again, is just a file system
directory).
Job location: fred_find
fred_find shows the location of the directory containing the data for the job. For example, for user gref with
FRED_HOME set to the directory /Users/grefFRED:
$ fred_find -k test
/Users/gref/FRED/results/JOB/6096

Job deletion: fred_delete
Once a job is created, you cannot create a job with the same key again. For example, if you try:
$ fred_job -k test -p program -n 5
. . .
$ fred_job -k test -p program -n 5
On the second call, you would get an error message:

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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fred_job: key test already used.
To delete the job, use:
$ fred_delete -k test
or
$ fred_delete -f -k test
The latter version will delete the job without further prompts (the -f flag forces the deletion), so it assumes you know
what you’re doing.
Job errors: fred_get_errors
This command prints any errors or warnings that were generated during the execution of a job. The job key must be
supplied using the -k option.
$ fred_get_errors -k jobname

FRED logs: fred_get_log
This command returns the log file that was generated during the execution of a job. The job must be supplied using the
-k option and the run number must be supplied with the -n option:
$ fred_get_log -k jobname -n run

Other FRED SIMS commands
Some other FRED SIMS commands that may be useful:
FRED help: fred_help
Use fred_help to list all the available FRED commands:
$ fred_help
To get help for specific topics, try:
$ fred_help topic
To get help for any specific command, try:
$ <fred_command> --help
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Simulation workflow commands
A number of other FRED SIMS commands are also available. To learn more about these, refer to the Reference section
of this document.
• Setting up simulation work flows
– fred_calibrate_contacts
– fred_calibrate_R0
– fred_get_fips
– fred_make_rt
– fred_rt
– fred_scan
• Job control
– run_fred
– fred_delete
– fred_job
– fred_jobs
– fred_status
– fred_get_progress
• Retrieving output information from a FRED job
– fred_find
– fred_log
– fred_R0
– fred_cd
– fred_csv
– fred_get_errors
– fred_get_log
– fred_get_mean
– fred_get_median
– fred_get_places
– fred_get_records
– fred_id
– fred_clear_all_results
• Creating plots, maps and movies
– fred_make_map
– fred_make_movie
– fred_plot
The next chapter describes FRED commands to plot and visualize the output of FRED jobs.

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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1.1.2 Chapter 2: FRED Output
The FRED Core simulation produces a number of output files that include data generated from each simulation run,
including:
• daily and weekly time-series statistics for every state defined in the model
• daily and weekly time-series statistics for every global variable defined in the model
• agent records showing individual agent changes over time
• detailed records for selected individuals
• network files for each network defined in the model
• a log file reporting internal messages from the FRED software
• error and warnings
A FRED program can control how much detail is included in most of these files using options that will be explained in
the sections below.
If the user is running the command line version of FRED using the fred_job command, these files are stored in
the FRED_RESULTS JOB directory. For example, ~/FRED/results/JOB/<id> where <id> is the unique id number
associated with the job. This directory also contains the meta-data for the job such as the time of the job and the FRED
Version used. The specific output files for run N of the job appear in a RUN directory, for example ~/FRED/RESULTS/
JOB/<id>/OUT/RUN<n>. When a modeler is developing a model with the command line version of FRED, it is typical
to run tests locally using the fred_run or run_fred commands (both identical). In this case, the files are contained
in the subdirectory OUT/RUN<N>.
Each RUN directory has a directory DAILY that contains the daily time series for each output variable from that run.
These are consolidated in a file called OUT/RUN<n>/out.csv that covers the output for that run. The FRED Core
produces and formats the data from a single run.
When the requested runs have completed, the fred_job command summarizes the daily time series files for each
output variable from all runs into a directory OUT/PLOT/DAILY. Files in the latter directory report the mean daily value
for each variable, along with the standard deviation. The same files also include the min, the max, the median, the 25th
percentile, and the 75 percentile for each variable on a daily basis.
The FRED SIMS command fred_plot fetches data from the OUT/PLOT directory to plot each requested variable in a
chart, and can display a number of different types of error bars.
This data can also be made available in WEEKLY directories, which summarize the data over weekly time frames.
fred_plot knows how to plot weekly data as well as daily data.
Getting the Final Values for Single Output Variables
FRED includes two commands that retrieve the value of single output variables, including:
fred_get_mean --help | -k key -v variable
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
-v or --var
the variable to be reported (required)
fred_get_mean returns the mean value of the given variable at the end of all the runs in the given job. In addition,
the command calculates the standard deviation, the 95% confidence interval, and the number of runs in the job:
$ fred_get_mean -k MyJob -v COVID19.totModerate
mean = 183.00000 std = 27.95632 CI = (165.67249,200.32751) N = 10
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The command fred_get_median returns the median value of the given variable at the end of all the runs in the given
job.
fred_get_median --help | -k key -v variable
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
-v or --var
the variable to be reported (required)
In addition to the median, the command calculates the 25th and 75th percentile value of the variable and the number
of runs in the job:
$ fred_get_median -k MyJob -v COVID19.totModerate
median = 184.50000 (q1,q4) = (160.75000,194.00000) N = 10

Time Series Output
FRED output includes the daily time-series for every state defined in the model. The user can access these files either
through the FRED Web interface or by using the command line interface discussed here.
We can illustrate the FRED output files using the following FRED program call test.fred. In this example, the setting
weekly_data causes FRED to produce weekly output files in a WEEKLY directory for each run.
simulation {
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-05
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
weekly_data = 1
}
use FRED::Influenza
Suppose we run a job consisting of 4 runs using this program:
$ fred_job -k test -p test.fred -n 4
This FRED SIMS command creates a new job with the key test and executed the program test.fred four times. FRED
SIMS stores all the files associated with this job in a directory dedicated to this job.
One output file is a comma-separated-value (CSV) file that can be opened by standard spreadsheet applications. The
fred_csv command retrieves a CSV file giving the values of FRED output variables for each day of the simulation.
If the job included multiple runs, you will get the mean and standard deviation for each variable, for each day. You can
save this report to a file that can be opened using a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel.
Command description:
fred_csv -k
-k key
-v var
-r run
˓→all runs.

key [options] where options include:
#the key for a FRED job (required)
#if set, the variable to be reported. #default: report all variables.
#if set, report a specific run number. #default: report mean and std over␣

To access the csv file use the fred_csv command:
$ fred_csv -k test > test.csv
The file test.csv contains the daily values of all the variables in the model (in this case, the model in the FRED Library
FRED::Influenza). This file can be opened with your favorite spreadsheet program, and it looks like this:
1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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The file contains one line of data for each day of each run. The columns show the name of the states defined in the
model, as well as simulation day, date, epi-week, and population size.
The FRED::Influenza model includes the condition INF and the following states: S, E, Ia, Is, R, and Import. For
each state, FRED records three values for each day:
• the prevalence (that is, number of individuals in the population who are currently in the given state) labeled with
the state name (e.g. INF.S above);
• the cumulative count (that is, the total number of individuals who have ever been in the given state) labeled
COND.totSTATE (e.g., INF.totS above), and
• the daily incidence (that is, the number of individuals entering this state on the given day) labeled COND.
newState (e.g., INF.newS above).
There are two variations of the fred_csv command. If you only want the data for a given run, you can pick the run
number with the -n option:
$ fred_csv -k test -n 3
produces output of the following form:
Run,3
Day,Date,EpiWeek,Popsize,INF.newS,INF.S,INF.totS,INF.newE,INF.E,INF.totE,INF.newIs,INF.
˓→Is,INF.totIs,INF.newIa,INF.Ia,INF.totIa,INF.newR,INF.R,INF.totR,INF.newImport,INF.
˓→Import,INF.totImport,INF.RR
0,2020-01,01,2019.52,45318,45318,45308,45318,10,10,10,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1.000000
1,2020-01-02,2019.52,45318,0,45308,45318,0,7,10,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.000000
2,2020-01-03,2019.52,45318,0,45305,45318,3,3,13,5,8,8,2,2,2,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.000000
3,2020-01-04,2019.52,45318,0,45300,45318,5,8,18,0,8,8,0,2,2,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.000000
4,2020-01-05,2020.01,45318,0,45298,45318,2,6,20,2,10,10,2,4,4,0,0,0,0,1,1,0.000000
If you want the combined data for a single column, you can specify the data variable name using the -v option:
$ fred_csv -k test -v INF.totE > totE.csv
$ open totE.csv
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This table includes statistics about the specified state for each simulation day over the runs in the job. For each day, the
row includes the minimum value, the first quartile, the median, the third quartile, the maximum value, the mean, the
standard deviation, and the individual values for each run.
Global Variables as a Time Series
FRED can also produce time-series data on request for global variables defined in the FRED program. For example,
suppose the model is keeping track of the number of drug prescriptions over time and includes a global variable:
variables {
global Prescriptions
Prescriptions = 0
}
This variable might be updated by each agent who receives a prescription:
state ReceivedPrescription {
Prescriptions = Prescriptions + 1
...
}
To request that this variable appear in the output file, set the output property for this variable to 1.
variables {
Prescriptions.output = 1
}
By default, the output property for global variables is 0, which produces no output.
The time series for a global variable named X is stored under the file name FRED.X, so the time series for the
Prescription variable can by produced by the command:
$ fred_csv -k <job_name> -v FRED.Prescriptions
In addition to program-defined variables, FRED also computes and outputs two special global variables associated with
each transmissible condition: the reproductive rate Rt and the generation time Gt.

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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Reproductive Rate Rt
The reproductive rate Rt is defined as:
Rt(day) = Mean number of individuals infected by agents who were
themselves infected on the given day
In other words, FRED tracks the cohort of individuals infected on each day. For each cohort, FRED tracks how many
other individuals are directly infected by the members of each cohort, and outputs the value of Rt as a time series in
the main output csv file. The name of the variable is <condition_name>.Rt.
Generation Time Gt
The generate time Gt is defined as:
Gt(day) = Mean time between the time of infection of one agent
and the infection time of all infectees of that agent, averaged
over all the agent infected on the given day
As with the reproductive rate, FRED tracks the cohort of individuals infected on each day. For each cohort, FRED
tracks how many other individuals are directly infected by the members of each cohort and the time lag between the
infector’s own exposure and the infectee’s exposure. The mean daily value for each cohort is output as time series in
the main output csv file under the variable name <condition_name>.Gt.
Global List Variables
There are two properties that control the output of global list-variables:
global_list <list_var_name>
<list_var_name>.output = 0 | 1 (default = 0)
<list_var_name>.output_interval = N
if <list_var_name>.output is set to 1 then the list is exported at the end of the run to a file <list_var_name>.csv
within a LIST directory created within the RUN<n> directory. The file has a single column containing the name of the
global list-variable as the header line followed by the list of values, one per line.
If <list_var_name>.output_interval = N and N > 0 then a file is exported for each sim_day such that sim_day
% N == 0. The file name is list_var_name>-<sim_day>.csv within the results directory OUT/RUN<n>/LIST.
If N > 0 then <list_var_name>.output_interval = N also implicitly sets <list_var_name>.output = 1.
That is, the list is exported at the end of the run, in addition to the periodic output files.
The command fred_get_list can be used to retrieve an exported list of values:
usage: fred_get_list --help | -v var -n run -k key
Here, var is the name of the global list-variable, key is the job key, and run is the run number. The command returns
the output file for the indicated list-variable.

16
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Plotting with fred_plot
The previous section shows how to extract output data in spreadsheet format for further analysis or plotting with a
preferred plotting tool. FRED also provides a powerful built-in plotting facility. Here we describe how to generate plots
using the FRED SIMS command fred_plot. This command creates plots of one or more FRED output variables for
one or more fred_jobs.
Note: The fred_plot command requires that you have gnuplot installed on your computer.
$ fred_plot -h
usage: fred_plot -k key -v var [ options ], where options include:
-a: show all individual runs.
-b: plot bar charts instead of curves.
-d 0/1 : display the image file (default = 1).
-e: include error bars on plot.
-f font : use the named font.
-F fontsize: specify font size.
-h: print this help message.
-k key [ -k key ... ]: keys of jobs to plot.
-n: scale y-axis to show counts per <s> people.
-o outfile: send output image to indicated file.
-r <n>: show individual run <n>.
-s <s> : scale factor for normalization.
-t title: Title to appear on plot.
-v var [ -v var ... ]: variable to be plotted.
-V: print list of available variables and exit.
-w: plot variables averaged over epi weeks.
-x xmin: min value for x-axis.
-X xmax: max value for x-axis.
-y ymin: min value for y-axis.
-Y ymax: max value for y-axis.
--yearly: plot annual values
--monthly: plot monthly values
--xtics <n>: put a tic mark every <n> units.
--xlabel <s>: label the x axis with the string <s>.
--ylabel <s>: label the y axis with the string <s>.
--year 1: show year in xtics.
The following examples assumes that we have run a FRED job called simpleflu created using the following command:
$ fred_job -k simpleflu -p simpleflu.fred -n 5
The FRED program simpleflu.fred contains the following model. Note that we set weekly_data to 1 so that weekly
data is also collected.
#####################################################
#
# A simple influenza model
#
simulation {
(continues on next page)

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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(continued from previous page)

# Simulation location
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
# Simulated Time Frame
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jun-01
weekly_data = 1
}
condition INF {
start_state = S
meta_start_state = Import
transmission_mode = proximity
exposed_state = E
R0 = 1.2
R0_a = 0.0398238
R0_b = 0.611043
state S {
INF.sus = 1
wait()
next()
}
state E {
INF.sus = 0
wait(24 * lognormal(1.9,1.23))
next(Is) with prob(0.67)
default(Ia)
}
state Is {
INF.trans = 1
wait(24 * lognormal(5.0,1.5))
next(R)
}
state Ia {
INF.trans = 0.5
wait( 24 * lognormal(5.0, 1.5) )
next(R)
}
state R {
INF.trans = 0
wait()
next()
}
state Import {
import_count(10)
wait()
(continues on next page)
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next()
}
}
#####################################################
Here are some examples of the fred_plot command for this job. A fred_plot command must include at least one
job key (introduced with the option -k) and at least one variable (introduced with the option -v). Other command line
options are used to format the plot’s title, axes, line types, colors, position of legend, and other aspects.
The first fred_plot command plots the time series associated with the variable INF.newE which contains the count
of agents that enter the state INF.E each day. Note that the option -t gives the plot a title. The option -l gives a label
for the plot in the legend. The option -o gives the output file name (with the suffix .pdf automatically added).
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.newE -l "Incidence" -o fig1

The default is to plot using line graphs. The option -b produces bar charts:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.newE -l "Incidence" -o fig2 -b

1.1. FRED Simulation Information Management System Guide
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The default is to plot the daily value of the request variable. The option -w plots the weekly sum of the variable:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.newE -l "Weekly Incidence" -o fig3␣
˓→-b -w

The plot variable INF.E contains the current number of agents in the state INF.E each day. This includes agents that
enter the state that day as well as agents that remain in the state from the prior day.
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.E -l "Latent" -o fig4
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If the option -v is be followed by several variables separated by commas (and no spaces), then the plot will contain one
graph for each variable. In this case, the label option -l should also contain multiple labels separated by commas (if a
label contains a space, make sure that label is in quotation marks). For example:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.newE,INF.E -l "Incidence","Latent"␣
˓→-o fig5

The plot variable INF.totE contains a running total of agents that have entered the state INF.E:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE -l "Total Infected" -o fig6
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To convert a count to a prevalence per 100,000, use the normalize option -n.
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE -l "Attack Rate" -n -o fig7

By default, the -n option normalizes to a count per 100,000 people. To scale the normalization to another number, use
the -s <n> option.
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE -l "Attack Rate" -n -s 100 -o␣
˓→fig8
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Two variables can be summed using a + sign. So if the plot variable is specified as COND.A+COND.B, then the daily
sum of COND.A and COND.B is plotted. In the following example, we want to plot the number of infectious agents for
each day, which is the sum of the number of agents in the two states INF.Is and NF.Ia:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.S,INF.E,INF.Is+INF.Ia,INF.R \
-l "Susceptible","Exposed","Infectious","Recovered" -o fig9

When the job involves multiple simulation runs, fred_plot normally plots the median daily value for each plot variable. The error bars option -e adds error bars to the plot:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE -l "Total Infected" -e
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The all option -a adds each individual run to the plot:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE -l "Total Infected" -a -o␣
˓→fig10

The previous graph covers part of the legend with data, so we might decide to move the legend outside the plot area
using the --legend option:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE \
-l "Total Infected" -a -o fig11 --legend out
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The x-axis is labelled with the dates of the start of each week by default. If the labels are too crowded, we can label
only the first day of each month with the monthly option -M:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE \
-l "Total Infected" -a -o fig12 --legend out -M

We can also label the first and 15th day of each month with the biweekly option -B:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE \
-l "Total Infected" -a -o fig13 --legend out -B
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Alternately, we can label the first, second, and third week of each month with the weekly option -W:
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.totE \
-l "Total Infected" -a -o fig14 --legend out -W

The fred_plot command is often used to compare the output from multiple FRED jobs. For example, suppose we
create two new jobs called simpleflu1.5 and simpleflu2.0 which set INF.R0 to 1.5 and 2.0, respectively. We can
then compare the output on a single plot by naming several jobs in the key option -k. Note here how the variables,
labels, and colors are specified for each job.
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model Weekly Incidence\nEffects of R0" \
-k simpleflu2.0,simpleflu1.5,simpleflu -v INF.newE,INF.newE,INF.newE \
-l R0=2.0,R0=1.5,R0=1.2 -o fig16 -w -X 16 --colors red,blue,green
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Other options not discussed here allow you to set the font, line widths, log scale, or to select the range of x or y values
to include in the plot. See fred_plot -h for a complete list of options.
Finally, if you wish to hand-tune the plot (e.g. for publication), fred_plot prints the name of the gnuplot file and the
pdf file. You can edit the gnuplot source file to make additional changes to the plot. Furthermore, the data required for
the plot is included in the gnuplot file.
$ fred_plot -t "Simple Flu Model" -k simpleflu -v INF.newE -l "Incidence" -o fig1
fred_plot: source_file = plot-fig1.plt image_file = fig1.pdf
$ cat plot-fig1.plt
produces the following output:
#!/usr/local/bin/gnuplot
#
# file: plot-fig1.plt
# created: Fri Jun 5 13:30:14 2020
#
# command line used to generate this file:
# fred_plot -t Simple Flu Model -k simpleflu -v INF.newE -l Incidence -o fig1
#
set terminal pdf font 'Helvetica,12' linewidth 3 size 7,5
set title "Simple Flu Model" font "Helvetica,16"
set output "fig1.pdf"
set output "fig1.pdf"
set key at graph 0.96, graph 0.96 right
set xtics nomirror out 7 font "Helvetica,11"
set ytics mirror in font "Helvetica,11"
set label sprintf("%s","FRED 6.12.1 20-Jun-05 13:30") at screen 0.99,0.01 right font
˓→'Helvetica,6'
date_format(n,x) = (n % 7==0) ? x : ""
set xtics rotate by 270
set grid ytics
set xrange [0:*]
(continues on next page)
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set
set
set
set
set
set

yrange [0:*]
datafile separator ','
xlabel "Date" offset 0,0.5
ylabel "Individuals" offset 1.2,0
bars 2.0 front
xtics rotate by 270

plot '-' using ($0):($7):xtic($0>0 ? sprintf(date_format(int($0), strcol(1))) : '')␣
˓→title 'Incidence' with lines lt rgb 'blue' lw 4, \
DATE,INDEX,N,POPSIZE,MIN,QUART1,MED,QUART3,MAX,MEAN,STD,RUN1,RUN2,RUN3,RUN4,RUN5
2020-Jan-01,0,5,45318,10,10.00,10.00,10.00,10,10.00000,0.00000,10,10,10,10,10
2020-Jan-02,1,5,45318,0,0.00,0.00,0.00,0,0.00000,0.00000,0,0,0,0,0
2020-Jan-03,2,5,45318,0,0.50,2.00,4.00,6,2.20000,2.28035,2,1,2,6,0
2020-Jan-04,3,5,45318,0,0.50,3.00,4.50,5,2.60000,2.07364,3,1,0,4,5
...

Visualization: Map and Movies
The fred_make_movie command produces movies showing the location of individuals in selected states on a map of
the simulation location.
The data for maps and movies can be quite substantial, so the default mode is not to create map data unless specifically
requested. To create map data, the model needs to include the parameter setting in the simulation block:
enable_data_for_maps = 1
In addition, the model needs to specifically request mapping data for each state that should be visualized as dots on
a map. Suppose the user wants to record the locations of agents when they enter either state A or B with a condition
COND. Then the model needs to include the following settings in the condition block:
condition COND {
A.enable_data_for_maps = 1
B.enable_data_for_maps = 1
}
The effect of these statements is that FRED will record the household locations of any agent that enters state A or state
B on each day of the simulation. As an example, consider the simple influenza model used in the previous section with
the additional code shown below:
simulation {
enable_data_for_maps = 1
...
}
condition INF {
...
E.enable_data_for_maps = 1
Is.enable_data_for_maps = 1
Ia.enable_data_for_maps = 1
R.enable_data_for_maps = 1
R.is_dormant = 1
(continues on next page)
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...
}
Suppose we create a FRED job using the command:
$ fred_job -k fluvis -p simpleflu.fred
Then we can create a movie with the command:
$ fred_make_movie -k fluvis -v INF.E
This produces a file called fluvis.mp4. An image from this movie is shown below:

The fred_make_movie command include several options to refine the format and annotation of the move.
$ fred_make_movie -h
usage: /Users/gref/FRED/bin/fred_make_movie [ options ], where options include [default␣
˓→values]
--api_key <key>: if set, use this api_key to obtain Google maps ["none"]
--border 0/1: if set, display border around map with lat-lon labels [0]
--captioncolors color1,color2,color3 : Colors of text in captions
--leftcaption <text> : text of left caption
--centercaption <text> : text of center caption
--rightcaption <text> : text of right caption
--census_tracts 0/1: plot census tracts [0]
(continues on next page)
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--country <name> : plot the named country [usa]
--grid <0/1>: if set, show grid. [0]
--help: print this help message
--interval <n> : movie include every nth day [1]
--key <id> : plot the job with given id [none - must be specified]
--lightness <n> : set lightness of background map [0]
--lw <n> : use linewidth n to outline counties [2]
--max <val> : use the given value as the maximum for color plots [10]
--parallelism <n> : plot n maps in parallel [10]
--display <0/1> : if set, play the movie after it is made [0]
--period 'n1 n2 n3' : plot agents in the given states during period in days
--ps 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point sizes [ "0.002 0.002 0.002" ]
--run <n> : plot results of run n [1]
--shapefile <0/1> : if set, draw the shapefile for each fips cod
--show_names <0/1>: if set, show local place names
--start day: start movie on specified day [0]
--subtitle <str> : subtitle for each map [" "]
--subsubtitle <str> : second subtitle for each map [" "]
--title <str> : title for each map ["FRED Simulation"]
--vars v1,v2,...vn : variables to be visualized
-x <xmin> : min value for x axis
-X <xmax> : max value for x axis
-y <ymin> : min value for y axis
-Y <xmax> : max value for x axis
Here is an example of a movie command that uses several of these options:
$ fred_make_movie -k fluvis --title "Simple Flu Model" –subtitle "Jefferson County, PA" \
-v INF.R,INF.newE,INF.newIs,INF.newIa --color gray,blue,red,red --per 0,30,30,30 \
--int 10 --display 1 --left "Exposed" --center "Infectious" --right "Recovered" \
--caption "blue,red,gray"
Here is an image captured from the resulting movie:
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Dormant States
Dormant states are terminal states for which FRED no longer needs to continue to collect daily map data when map
data is enabled. Define a dormant state with the is_dormant property as follows:
condition <condition_name> {
<state_name>.is_dormant = 1
}
This statement tells FRED not to record the location of an agent once it enters the given state. It does not affect the
simulation results, though may save significant computation time and data storage when mapping is enabled.
Individual Agent Records
Upon request, FRED produces information about individual agents, their state transitions, their memberships in mixing
groups, and their variables.
Warning: Due to the amount of data collected, it is recommended that individual agent records output should
be restricted to a limited set of agents and a limited number of conditions.
To enable the output of individual records, include one of the simulation properties:
simulation {
agent_records = 1
all_agent_records = 1
}
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If agent_records = 1, records are enabled but are turned off for individual agents by default. Individuals records
are controlled at the agent level by the following actions:
• start_records() turns on individual records for the agent performing this action.
• stop_records(): turns off individual records for the agent performing this action.
• To turn on records for all agents, set all_agent_records = 1 Note: all_agent_records = 1 implies
agent_records = 1.
Certain individual records are controlled on a condition by condition basis. Records for each condition are off by
default. To enable records for all conditions, set the property:
simulation {
all_condition_records = 1
}
To turn on individual records for a specific condition, set the property in the condition block:
condition <condition_name> {
agent_records = 1
}
The following simulation properties further control the type of information that appears in the individual agent records:
simulation {
agent_list_records = 0/1
agent_membership_records = 0/1
agent_state_records = 0/1
agent_life_records = 0/1
agent_var_records = 0/1
agent_records_run_number = N
}
All of the above have value 0 by default, except the final property, which has a default value of N = 1.
List Output
This covers how to control output on agent lists.
agent_list_records
Setting agent_list_records = 1 will output a set of records each time an agent sets a list variable to a list value,
one record per item in the new list.
This output is as follows:
SETS <date> <time> day <sim_day> person <id> <variable_name>[index] = <value>
For example, if agent 1234 executes
my_list = list(2,4,6)
then the output includes:
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SETS 2020-01-02 10pm day 1 person 1234 my_list[0] = 2
SETS 2020-01-02 10pm day 1 person 1234 my_list[1] = 4
SETS 2020-01-02 10pm day 1 person 1234 my_list[2] = 6
As another example, if agent 1234 executes
my_list = list()
then the output includes:
SETS 2020-01-02 10pm day 1 person 1234 my_list = ()

agent_membership_records
With agent_membership_records = 1, a record is output each time an agent joins or quits a place or network:
JOIN <date> <time> day <sim_day> person <id> <group_name> <site_label> size = <size>
Here are some examples:
JOIN 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 1234 Block_Group BG-420659503005 size = 42
QUIT 2020-01-01 10am day 99 person 1234 Party Party-700000000005 size = 1
The size is the size of the group after the JOIN or QUIT action.
agent_state_records
For agent_state_records = 1, the simulation will output a record each time an agent changes state in an enabled
condition:
NEXT <date> <time> day <sim_day> person <id> <condition>.<state> => <condition>.<state>
or, if the agent is exposed to an enabled condition:
EXPO <date> <time> day <sim_day> person <id> <condition> at <place> from person <id>
where from person -1 means the person was exposed by the meta agent.
Examples:
NEXT 2020-01-02 11pm day 1 person 123456789 FOO.B => FOO.C
EXPO 2020-01-01 6am day 300 person 657483 SARCOV2 at Household from person 657488
EXPO 2020-01-01 6am day 300 person 6579786 SARCOV2 at UNKNOWN from person -1
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agent_life_records
With agent_life_records = 1, a record is output each time an agent is exposed to an enabled condition, gives birth
via the give_birth() action, or dies via the die() action.
Examples:
BORN 2020-01-01 2am day 85 person 12345 => person 9945318
DIES 2020-01-01 6am day 311 person 657483 from COVID19

agent_var_records
Setting agent_var_records = 1 cause a record to be written each time an agent sets a variable in an enabled condition:
SETS <date> <time> day <sim_day> person <id> <variable_name> = <value>
Examples:
SETS
SETS
SETS
SETS

2020-01-02
2020-01-02
2020-01-02
2020-01-02

10pm
10pm
10pm
10pm

day
day
day
day

1
1
1
1

person
person
person
person

123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789

x = 4
my_y = 6
z[123] = 8.2
my_list[99] = 21.5

agent_records_run_number
The final setting is agent_records_run_number = N. Since the agent records file may be quite large, by default the
file is created only for the first run of a job that includes multiple simulation runs. The user can control which run has
a agent records file by setting the value of N. If N = -1, agent record files are produced for all runs.
Example of a Model with Individual Agent Records
Consider the following program main.fred that creates individual records
simulation {
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Jan-02
agent_records = 1
agent_state_records = 1
agent_var_records = 1
agent_list_records = 1
agent_membership_records = 1
}
variables {
personal my_age
personal_list my_hh
global first
first = 3
(continues on next page)
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}
place Store {
site = 0,0,0,0
}
condition FOO {
start_state = A
agent_records = 1
state A {
if (first > 0) then start_records()
first = first-1
my_age = age
my_hh = members(Household)
wait(2)
next(B)
}
state B {
join(Store)
wait(3)
next(C)
}
state C {
stop_records()
my_hh = list(1,2,3)
wait()
next()
}
}
The program uses the global variable first to limit output to the first 3 agents that reach state A. Each agent sets a
personal variable my_age and a personal list variable my_hh (a list of household members). In state B, each agent joins
the single Store site. Agents stop recording when they reach state C.
We can run this program using FRED SIMS commands.
$ fred_delete -f -k test_records ; fred_job -k test_records -p main.fred
The entire file of records can be retrieved using the fred_get_records command.
$ fred_get_records -k test_records
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281596
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281596
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281596
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281596
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281603

first = 2
my_age = 42
my_hh[0] = 164281596
my_hh[1] = 164281597
first = 1
my_age = 41
my_hh[0] = 164281599
my_hh[1] = 164281598
first = 0
(continues on next page)
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SETS
SETS
SETS
NEXT
JOIN
NEXT
JOIN
NEXT
JOIN
NEXT
NEXT
NEXT

2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01

12am day 0 person 164281603 my_age = 41
12am day 0 person 164281603 my_hh[0] = 164281603
12am day 0 person 164281603 my_hh[1] = 164281602
2am day 0 person 164281596 FOO.A => FOO.B
2am day 0 person 164281596 Store Store-710000001 size = 1
2am day 0 person 164281599 FOO.A => FOO.B
2am day 0 person 164281599 Store Store-710000001 size = 2
2am day 0 person 164281603 FOO.A => FOO.B
2am day 0 person 164281603 Store Store-710000001 size = 3
5am day 0 person 164281596 FOO.B => FOO.C
5am day 0 person 164281599 FOO.B => FOO.C
5am day 0 person 164281603 FOO.B => FOO.C

To get just the records for person 164281599, use the -p <person_id> option.
$ fred_get_records -k test_records -p 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599 first = 1
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599 my_age = 41
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599 my_hh[0] = 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599 my_hh[1] = 164281598
NEXT 2020-01-01 2am day 0 person 164281599 FOO.A => FOO.B
JOIN 2020-01-01 2am day 0 person 164281599 Store Store-710000001 size = 2
NEXT 2020-01-01 5am day 0 person 164281599 FOO.B => FOO.C
To get all the records for any agent entering state FOO.C, use the -s <state_name> option:
$ fred_get_records -k test_records -s FOO.C
NEXT 2020-01-01 5am day 0 person 164281596 FOO.B => FOO.C
NEXT 2020-01-01 5am day 0 person 164281599 FOO.B => FOO.C
NEXT 2020-01-01 5am day 0 person 164281603 FOO.B => FOO.C
To get all the records containing the pattern my_hh, use the -g <pattern> option.
$ fred_get_records -k test_records -g my_hh
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281596
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281596
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281599
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281603
SETS 2020-01-01 12am day 0 person 164281603

my_hh[0]
my_hh[1]
my_hh[0]
my_hh[1]
my_hh[0]
my_hh[1]

=
=
=
=
=
=

164281596
164281597
164281599
164281598
164281603
164281602

Network Files
If the model includes networks, the FRED program will produce output files for a given network if the program includes
a property statement of the form:
<network>.print_interval = N
If N = 0 (the default), no output file is produced for the given Network. If N > 0, output files are produced after
every N days of the simulation. In addition, when N > 0, network files are produced for first and the last days of the
simulation.
For each day that a network is output, two files are produced.
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The first file is named <network>-<sim-day>.vna (for example, MyNet-1.vna) and is in the VNA network format. This
text file contains lines of the form:
*node data
ID age sex race
39790 20 F 1
43509 66 M 1
...
*tie data
from to weight
43509 43508 1.000000
43509 35391 1.000000
...
The first section contains one line for each agent in the network, giving the agent’s id, age, sex, and race. The second
section has one line for each edge in the network, showing the agent, the agent it is connected to, and the weight of the
edge.
The second file is called <network>-<sim-ay>.txt (for example, MyNet-1.txt). This text file contains FRED program
statements of the form:
INFtrans.edge = 43509 43508 1.000000
INFtrans.edge = 43509 35391 1.000000
These lines can be included verbatim in a FRED program to define the edges in the network.
As an example, suppose you run the example Simple Flu program in the FRED Language Tutorials with the additional
program statements:
INFLUENZA.transmission_network = INFtrans
INFtrans.print_interval = 5
The first line above tells FRED to generate a network called INFtrans which contains one node for each infectious
agent and one edge between the infectious agent and all those agents exposed by the first agent. The second line tells
FRED to output network files every 5 days. Another option would be to pick a larger number, say 1000. In that case,
since the simulation lasts only a few months, FRED will produce network files for only the first day and the last day of
the simulation.
After running the job, we get the following files for day 0. These show the 10 exposures from the Meta agent (represented
by id -1 here):
INFtrans-0.vna:
*node data
ID age sex race
39790 20 F 1
-1 0 M -1
43509 66 M 1
38779 28 F 1
16183 28 M 1
45113 18 F -1
18354 23 M 1
18142 1 F 1
11651 30 F 1
39085 9 M 1
35833 67 F 1
(continues on next page)
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*tie data
from to weight
-1 39790 1.000000
-1 43509 1.000000
-1 38779 1.000000
-1 16183 1.000000
-1 45113 1.000000
-1 18354 1.000000
-1 18142 1.000000
-1 11651 1.000000
-1 39085 1.000000
-1 35833 1.000000
INFtrans-0.txt:
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

39790
43509
38779
16183
45113
18354
18142
11651
39085
35833

1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000

After 5 days we get the following files, showing which agents have exposed other agents within the first 5 days of the
simulation:
INFtrans-5.vna:
*node data
ID age sex race
39790 20 F 1
-1 0 M -1
43509 66 M 1
38779 28 F 1
16183 28 M 1
45113 18 F -1
18354 24 M 1
18142 1 F 1
11651 30 F 1
39085 9 M 1
35833 67 F 1
43508 61 F 1
38548 30 F 1
35391 70 M 1
33993 36 M 1
16424 27 M 1
4798 29 M 1
39789 56 F 1
28027 34 F 1
41925 35 M 1
(continues on next page)
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28636 70 F 1
*tie data
from to weight
39790 39789 1.000000
-1 39790 1.000000
-1 43509 1.000000
-1 38779 1.000000
-1 16183 1.000000
-1 45113 1.000000
-1 18354 1.000000
-1 18142 1.000000
-1 11651 1.000000
-1 39085 1.000000
-1 35833 1.000000
43509 43508 1.000000
43509 35391 1.000000
43509 28636 1.000000
38779 16424 1.000000
38779 28027 1.000000
16183 38548 1.000000
11651 33993 1.000000
11651 4798 1.000000
43508 41925 1.000000
INFtrans-5.txt:
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge
INFtrans.edge

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

39790 39789 1.000000
-1 39790 1.000000
-1 43509 1.000000
-1 38779 1.000000
-1 16183 1.000000
-1 45113 1.000000
-1 18354 1.000000
-1 18142 1.000000
-1 11651 1.000000
-1 39085 1.000000
-1 35833 1.000000
43509 43508 1.000000
43509 35391 1.000000
43509 28636 1.000000
38779 16424 1.000000
38779 28027 1.000000
16183 38548 1.000000
11651 33993 1.000000
11651 4798 1.000000
43508 41925 1.000000
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Gephi for Network Display and Analysis
The VNA files can be used to create network diagrams using a number of tools, including Gephi. An example of a
display of the day 5 network using Gephi is shown below:

The Gephi system lets you interrogate each node and edge to see its id and other properties and provides numerous
other network analysis tools.
The LOG File
The FRED LOG file contains internal messages and progress reports from the FRED Core software. It is often useful
to examine the LOG when debugging the FRED software itself. This file is not intended for the casual user.
The following command prints the log file that was generated during the execution of a job. The job key must be
supplied using the -k option, and the run number must be supplied with the -n option:
$ fred_get_log -k <key> -n <run>

Errors and Warnings
The FRED Compiler analyzes the FRED program and reports any errors or warnings. Errors are fatal and prevent a
program from running. Examples of errors include:
• Missing simulation location
• Missing simulation start and end dates
• Missing wait rules for states
• Syntax errors in rules, such as mis-matched parentheses
• Unrecognized expressions or actions
Warnings are informational and do not represent fatal problems with the program.
Commands such as fred_job invoke the compiler automatically, and will only run the simulation if no errors are
found. To see errors and warnings directly, use the fred_compile command:
$ fred_compile -p <fred-program>
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1.1.3 Chapter 3: Running Parameter Sweeps
A parameter sweep refers to a set of related FRED jobs that used the same model but systematically vary one or more
of the parameters of the model. For FRED SIMS users, a good practice is to collected the changeable parameters into
a single file called parameters.fred, which can be included in the main model file, usually called main.fred, with a
statement of the form:
include parameters.fred

Build Your Own Script
One way to run a parameter sweep is to create a script in your favorite scripting language to systematically write a set
of parameter values to the file parameters.fred.
For example, suppose your model includes three different vaccination policies and you want to explore the effects of
starting each policy at four different times. Suppose that the model includes two global variables, one called Policy
that takes on values 1, 2, or 3 and one called StartDay that indicates when to begin implementing the selected policy.
Using the bash shell as an example, we might create a bash script to loop through the combinations of Policy and
StartDay, each time rewriting the parameters file and running a fred job for each combination:
#!/bin/bash
POLICIES='1 2 3'
STARTDAYS='30 60 90 120'
for P in $POLICIES
do
for S in $STARTDAYS
do
# create the parameters.fred file
echo 'parameters {' > parameters.fred
echo "Policy = ${P}" >> parameters.fred
echo "StartDay = ${S}" >> parameters.fred
echo '}' >> parameters.fred
# create a job name for this combination of parameters
KEY="project-policy=${P}-startday=${S}"
# delete any previous job with this key
fred_delete -f -k ${KEY}
# run a fred job
fred_job -k ${KEY} -p model.fred

...

# plot the results
fred_plot -k ${KEY} -o ${KEY} -v

...

done
done
Each time through the loop, the script creates a file parameters.fred containing the changeable parameters. For example,
the first time through the loop, parameters.fred contains:
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parameters {
Policy = 1
StartDay = 30
}
The script above creates 12 FRED jobs called
project-policy=1-startday=30
project-policy=1-startday=60
project-policy=1-startday=90
...
project-policy=3-startday=90
project-policy=3-startday=120
as well as 12 output plots:
project-policy=1-startday=30.pdf
project-policy=1-startday=60.pdf
project-policy=1-startday=90.pdf
...
project-policy=3-startday=90.pdf
project-policy=3-startday=120.pdf
If several output plots are needed for each job, it’s a good idea to add a one or two word description of the plot as part
of the pdf file name.
Another good practice is to give the script above a name like METHODS to help you document the methods you used
in generating your results.
Using the fred_make_sweep command
You can setup a parameter sweep automatically using the FRED SIMS fred_make_sweep command:
$ fred_make_sweep -h
fred_make_sweep [--help][other options]
--delete <int> : if positive, run fred_delete before each job to clear previous␣
˓→results.
if set to 2, also run fred_delete after running collection script.
--collect <filename> : the name of the data collection script.
-f file :
the name of the configuration file. (default = sweep.config).
-h
print out this help message.
-m <int> :
the number of simulatenous runs to allow (default = 1)
-n <int> :
the number of simulation replications to run (default = 20)
-s <int> :
the start run_number (default = 1)
-p program :
the name of the main FRED program (default = main.fred)
#################################################
# Sample FRED Sweep config file
#
# Blank lines and lines that starts with # are ignored.
#
# (sweep title must not contains spaces)
title: School_Closure
(continues on next page)
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# list each parameter with space-separated list of values:
cases = 1 5 10
weeks = 0 1 2 4 6 8
# read the values from a file, one value per line:
locations file loc.txt
#################################################
This command reads in a configuration file that specifies any number of parameters along with a list of values for each
one. The fred_make_sweep command then generates a script to run a series of FRED jobs, one for each combination
of parameters.
To use the fred_make_sweep commands, do the following:
First, create a configuration file. A sample file is shown in the help file above. The first non-comment line contains a
title for the sweep. The name is School_Closure in the example file. The title must not contain spaces. The title will
be used as the prefix for the job name for each job in the sweep.
Each subsequent line specifies one changeable parameter in the sweep and its list of values, separated by white space.
In the example file, the parameter cases will take on the values 1, 5, and 10, and the parameter weeks will take on the
values 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8.
The final line in the sample configuration file shows another way to specify the values for a parameter: the values may
be read from a file, with one value per line.
The line
locations file loc.txt
means that the locations parameter should take on the values listed in the file loc.txt. This file should contain one
value per line.
The default name for the configuration file is sweep.config, but any name may be passed to the fred_make_sweep
command using the -f option.
Once the configuration file is ready, you can generate a script to run a sweep as follows:
$ fred_make_sweep -p main.fred -n 20 -m 1 -f sweep.config
The options -p, -n, and -m are the same as in fred_job and specify the FRED program, the number of runs, and the
number of parallel runs, respectively. All options have the default values shown in the example above, so the following
is equivalent in this case:
$ fred_make_sweep
For each job in the sweep, a temporary copy of the main program is created and a parameters block is appended to
the main program that contains the parameters representing the sweep variables in the config file. All temporary files
created by fred_make_sweep contain the title of the sweep as part of the file name, so it is possible to run multiple
sweeps at once, as long as the sweep titles are distinct.
If a parameter sweep involves a large number of jobs, it may be desireable to process each job as it finishes, and to save
only some selected data from the job. The fred_make_sweep command has an option --collect <script_name>
that executes the named script for each job, passing the job’s key as the single argument to the script. To use this feature,
create a script in your favorite scripting languages and place it in your current working directory, and pass the name of
the script to fred_make_sweep using the --collect <script_name> option. This script might process the job’s
csv file or create some plots or movies.
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If you use the --collect option, you may also choose to set the --delete 2 option:
$ fred_make_sweep -p main.fred -n 100 -m 5 -f sweep.config --delete 2
With this setting, the data for each job generated by fred_make_sweep will be deleted immediately after running the
script named in the --collect option.
The option --delete 1 is the default, and causes fred_make_sweep to execute a fred_delete -k <key> command before running each job. To avoid deleting the job before the run, use --delete 0.
Example using fred_make_sweep
Consider the following main.fred file.
simulation {
start_date = 2019-Nov-01
end_date = 2020-Apr-01
}
variables {
global the_transmissibility
}
use FRED::Influenza {
condition = INF
trans = the_transmissibility
}
Suppose we want to run a parameter sweep of this model over a range of values for the transmissibility of the epidemic,
and also over a range of different location. In particular, suppose we want to explore a range of transmissibility values
for 0.8 to 1.2, and we want to run on the model on three locations: Jefferson_County_PA, Butler_County_PA,
and Washington_County_PA.
Let’s create a file called config that contains:
Title: flu-trans
the_transmissibility = 0.8 1.0 1.2
locations = Jefferson_County_PA Butler_County_PA Washington_County_PA
The configuration file says that the title of the the parameter sweep is flu-trans and that we are varying transmissibility
between 0.8 and 1.2 in steps of 0.2, and also setting the locations parameter to the values indicated. There are nine
combination of parameter values in this case.
When we execute fred_make_sweep with the following command:
$ fred_make_sweep -f config -n 5 -m 5 -p main.fred
FRED will generate a script called sweep.flu-trans that runs the nine FRED jobs we want:
$ cat sweep.flu-trans
echo sweep.flu-trans started
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0.out
(continues on next page)
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date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-1 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-1.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-1 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-1.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-2 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-2.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-2 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-2.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-3 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-3.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-3 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-3.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-4 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-4.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-4 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-4.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-5 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-5.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-5 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-5.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-6 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-6.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-6 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-6.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-7 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-7.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-7 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-7.out
date
echo 'SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-8 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-8.out'
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-8 > SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-8.out
date
echo sweep.flu-trans finished
Each job is run by means of a generate script named sweep.flu-trans-<job_number> in the directory SWEEPDIR.flutrans. If we examine one of these scripts, we will see a bash script that appends an appropriate parameter block to the
original main program and executes the FRED job:
$ cat SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0
#!/bin/bash
echo -n "sweep.flu-trans-0 STARTED "
date
cat main.fred SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/params.flu-trans-0 > flu-trans-0-main.fred
/Users/gref/FRED/bin/fred_delete -f -k flu-trans-0
/Users/gref/FRED/bin/fred_job -k flu-trans-0 -p flu-trans-0-main.fred -n 5 -m 5
echo -n "sweep.flu-trans-0 FINISHED "
mv flu-trans-0-main.fred SWEEPDIR.flu-trans
date
To see the parameters used for this particular job, we can run:
$ cat SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/params.flu-trans-0
parameters {
the_transmissibility = 0.8
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
}
To summarize, fred_make_sweep reads a configuration file that lays out the combinations of parameter values for the
parameter sweeps, creates a set of parameter files for each combination of parameter values, and creates a script to run
a FRED job for each of the generated parameter files. To run the nine jobs, we execute the script:
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$ sweep.flu-trans
sweep.flu-trans started
Sun Jan 31 21:18:39 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0
Sun Jan 31 21:18:41 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-1
Sun Jan 31 21:18:45 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-2
Sun Jan 31 21:18:51 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-3
Sun Jan 31 21:18:53 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-4
Sun Jan 31 21:18:58 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-5
Sun Jan 31 21:19:06 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-6
Sun Jan 31 21:19:08 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-7
Sun Jan 31 21:19:12 EST 2021
SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-8
Sun Jan 31 21:19:20 EST 2021
sweep.flu-trans finished

> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-0.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-1.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-2.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-3.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-4.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-5.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-6.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-7.out
> SWEEPDIR.flu-trans/sweep.flu-trans-8.out

Another option for the configuration file to specify the range of values for a given parameter is to read the set of values
from a file, as in the following configuration file:
Title: flu-trans
the_transmissibility = 0.8 1.0 1.2
locations file locations.txt
Then put the values for the parameter in the indicated file, one value per line, as in this example
$ cat locations.txt
Jefferson_County_PA
Butler_County_PA
Washington_County_PA
Running fred_make_sweep with this configuration file will produce the same set of parameter files and scripts as
shown previously. The option of reading the parameter values from a file may be especially useful if you wish to
specify a large number of values for the sweep parameter.
Running a Scan
A scan is a limited parameter sweep with the following features:
1. A single parameter is varied through a range of values with a fixed increment.
2. One of the output variables is designated as an outcome measurement.
3. After running the jobs associated with the various values of the changeable parameter, the scan reports the value
of the parameter that produces the maximum or minimum value of the outcome variable.
One application of a scan is to search for a parameter value that minimizes the error between one FRED variable
representing the behavior of the model and a second FRED variable that represents the desired behavior of the model.
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This is a form of model selection that is often used as part of a calibration process.
You can run a scan using the fred_scan command:
$ fred_scan --help
usage: fred_scan --help | -k key -p program -v var -o outvar --min min_val --max max_val␣
˓→[ -b params_base | -s -M ]
-a: if set, prints out the results associated with each job in the scan.
(Default: only print the value of the variable parameter and the best value of the␣
˓→outcome variable.)
-b filename: if set, a file containing parameters to include in each job
-i value: the increment to be added to the changeable parameters (default = 0.1)
-k key:
the key for a FRED job (required)
-m int: the number of parallel jobs to run (default = 1)
--max minval: the upper bound for the changeable parameter (rquired)
--min minval: the lower bound for the changeable parameter (rquired)
-n int: the total number of jobs to run (default = 1)
-o outcome: the FRED output variable for the outcome (required)
-p program: the main FRED program file (required)
-s: if set, save each job (default => jobs are deleted)
-v parameter:
the parameter variable. (required)
-M: if set, the scan returns parameter with max outcome (default: return min outcome)
As an example, suppose you are developing a disease model for disease X in which the global variable totDeaths is
set to the number of case fatalities. Suppose further that observational data is available that says that the number of
deaths reported was as follows:
Mar 1, 2020:
Apr 1, 2020:
May 1, 2020:

10 total deaths
25 total deaths
50 total deaths

One approach is to include the following global variables in the model:
variables {
global totDeaths
global totObservedDeaths
global Error
Error.output = 1
}
Here, totDeaths is a global variable that will be updated by the model with the total number of deaths within the
model, totObservedDeaths will be used to hold the observational data, and Error will be used to report the difference
between the model’s number of deaths and the observed data. The property Error.output = 1 tells FRED to produce
a daily time series for Error in an output variable called FRED.Error.
Next, include in the model some rules of the form:
...
if (today == 20200301) then totObservedDeaths = 10
if (today == 20200401) then totObservedDeaths = 25
if (today == 20200501) then totObservedDeaths = 50
...
Error = (totDeaths - totObservedDeaths) * (totDeaths - totObservedDeaths)
That is, the output variable FRED.Error will contain the time series for the square of the difference between the observed data and the model’s data. We could use this variable as an outcome to be minimized in a scan that systematically
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varies the disease transmissibility in a range from 1.5 to 2.0 in steps of 0.1 using the command:
$ fred_scan -k testsweep -p main.fred -v X.transmissibility --min 1.5 --max 2.0 \
-i 0.1 -o FRED.Error -n 10 -a
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 1.5 FRED.Error = 250.3
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 1.6 FRED.Error = 36.8
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 1.7 FRED.Error = 110.3
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 1.8 FRED.Error = 198.5
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 1.9 FRED.Error = 1324.5
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 2.0 FRED.Error = 1348.5
fred_scan: X.transmissibility = 1.6 FRED.Error = 36.8
The value reported for FRED.Error on each output line from the fred_scan command is the mean of its final value
at each set of 10 runs. The final line reports the parameter setting associated with the minimum value of the outcome
variable. In this case, a transmissibility of 1.6 yields the minimum value for the error.
If the -a option is omitted the output is reduced to just the value of the parameter associated with the best outcome and
the best outcome itself:
$ fred_scan -k testsweep -p main.fred -v X.transmissibility --min 1.5 --max 2.0 \
-i 0.1 -o FRED.Error -n 10
1.6 36.8
This is a simplified example to illustrate the approach. In practice, you may want to explore more sophisticated error
measurements when comparing a model’s outcomes with observed data. In addition, more complex search algorithms
could be used for selecting model parameters. For example, the next step might involve a more refined search near the
transmissibility value of 1.6 identified above.

1.1.4 Chapter 4: Calibration
Calibration is the process of selecting model parameters so that the model matches observable patterns of the target
system. Models usually include parameters for which there is no direct measurement the correct values. This chapter
addresses the process of setting reasonable values for such parameters.
Model Parameters
Model parameters are numeric values that influence the behavior of the model, such as:
• probability of transmission in a disease model
• the duration of infection
• the size distribution of households
There are several possible sources for parameters values:
• Theoretical principles
• Scientific literature
• Observational data
• Consensus opinion
• Reasonable guesses
Some example of parameters and their likely sources include disease natural history parameters:
• Number of days latent or infectious (probability distributions) [from literature]
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• Probability of being asymptomatic when infected [literature, expert opinion]
• Reduction in infectivity if asymptomatic [literature, expert opinion]
• Probability of staying home when sick [survey, expert opinion]
• Weekend community contact increase [mobility data, literature]
• Daily number of contacts per day in households, schools, or workplaces [observational studies, reasonable
guesses]
Whenever possible, it is desirable to use values based on sound theory, the scientific literature, or direct observation.
The consensus opinions of experts or other stakeholders is also a valuable source for setting parameters. However,
even the best sources of information often provide only a range of values for some model parameters. And some model
parameters may still be unknown or unmeasurable in real systems. The calibration process can be used to identify
reasonable values for such model parameters.
The Calibration Process
Calibration involves running a series of simulations that sweep over the values of the parameters and identifying the
values that produce an acceptable match with some observational pattern in the target system.
It should be noted that one possible result of the calibration process is that the current model structure cannot adequately
match the observed patterns of the real system. In this case, it may be necessary to reconsider the structure of the model.
The steps in the calibration process include:
1. Identify calibration parameters
2. Select an output of the model that represents some observable feature in the real system
3. Choose categorical vs best-fit calibration
4. Decide whether to use time-series calibration
5. Design and conduct simulation experiments
6. Analyze calibration experiment results
The above process can be iterated for each calibration parameter as needed, and should be repeated after any significant
change to the model.
Identify calibration parameters
It is a good practice to focus on small number of parameters at one time to evaluate via calibration. The selected
parameters should be both important and uncertain. To determine whether a parameter is important, it is often useful
to run a sensitivity analysis to measure the impact of a parameter on the output of the model. If a parameter is not
sensitive, it may suffice to set it to a reasonable value.
Ideally, calibration parameters should be independent. If two parameters are correlated, it may make sense to make an
assumption about how they are related and to calibration just one of them. For example, the contact rates in school and
classrooms are likely to be correlated, so in the FRED contact calibration method described below, we calibrated only
the school contact rates and set the classroom contact rates based on the school rates.
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Select Model Output
Include in the model an output variable that represents a measurable feature of the target real system. For example,
when calibrating a disease model, we may have official reports of hospitalization or deaths. To calibrate against these
targets, make sure that The model includes output variables corresponding to simulated hospitalizations and deaths.
Choose categorical vs best-fit calibration
Approaches to calibration may be classified as categorical or best-fit approaches as follows.
Categorical approach:
• Select a range of values for the observed output variables
• Decide on a range of values for the calibration parameters
• Run simulations for selected values of the calibration parameters
• Keep all combinations of calibration parameter values for which the simulation output matches the target range
of the observed variables
Best-Fit Approach:
• Select a target value for the observed output variables
• Decide on a range of values for the calibration parameters
• Run simulations for selected values of the calibration parameters
• Keep the combination of calibration parameter values that gives the best fit between the simulation output and
the target value of the observed variable
Not that in the best-fit approach with multiple output variables, it may be necessary to select a weighting function to
measure the fit between the model outputs and the target outputs.
Some advantages of best-fit calibration is that it produces a single set of calibrated parameters. This simplifies further
simulation experiments.
On the other hand, categorical calibration may make more sense if the observation data itself is uncertain. The categorical approach helps Avoids overfilling the model to noisy data and avoid providing a false sense of precision. A
possible disadvantage is that further experiments with the model should be designed to sweep over the range of values
for the calibration parameters.
Fitting time-series data
Sometimes the observational data about the real system is in the form of a time series, for example, the total deaths
resulting from a disease. There are several ways to measure how well the model fits against time-series data, including:
• Mean squared error over all time points
• Maximum error at any time point
• The number of time points where the model matches the data
The specific metric depends on the purpose of the model and the judgment of the modeler.
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Design and conduct simulation experiments
The best experimental design for calibration a model depends on the number of calibration parameters and the complexity of the model. For relatively simple models with few calibration parameters, an exhaustive search may be
appropriate:
• Exhaustive Method:
– Run simulations for all combinations of selected calibration parameter values
– If Best-Fit, find the combination that gives best match to observed output
– If Categorical Fit, keep all combinations that meet the matching criterion
If an exhaustive search is not appropriate, more sophisticated search and optimization methods may be applied:
• Optimization Method: repeat until search criterion is satisfied:
– Select one combination of calibration parameter settings
– Simulate model and compare output to observed data
– If output matches observed data, stop
– Otherwise, decide how to adjust each calibration parameter
A review and discussion of other optimization methods is beyond the scope of this guide.
Analyze calibration experiment results
Ideally, the calibration simulations identify one or more sets of calibration parameter values for the which the model
adequately matches the observed patterns for the real system. If not, there several possibilities to consider:
• Are the calibration criteria too strict given uncertainty of observed data?
• Is the model inadequate to capture the pattern of the real system? There may be changes required at level of the
conceptual model.
• Is there a bug in the FRED model code? Standard practices of model development and testing should be followed.
• If model matches some observational patterns but not others, you may want to keep working with the current
model and document which patterns are not met by the current model. This may identify an area for further
research or that requires the collection of additional data about the target system
In all cases, the calibration process should be documented to ensure reproducibility.
Calibrating Contact Rates
The FRED configuration file defines several built-in place types, including Household, School, Classroom, Workplace,
Office, as well as the community mixing groups Block_Group, Census_Tract, and County. Each built-in mixing group
has a default schedule of open hours during the week and a default value for the contact_rate parameter that controls the
transmission of proximity-mode transmissible conditions. These place types, their schedules, and their contact rates
are all completely customizable, but the default values are provided as a convenience. This section describes how the
default parameters were calibrated. If the user modifies the default schedules, it is recommended to recalibrate the
contact rates using the method described here.
FRED contact rate parameters for a mixing group represents the expected number of potentially transmissible contacts
for each agent per hour of interaction in the place. We calibrate these parameters by choosing values for them so that
the simulation gives results that match reported data and models from previous pandemic influenza studies.
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In particular, we calibrated the contact rates for the built-in pandemic influenza condition INF, with the assumption that
the contact rates provides a basis for any other proximity-mode transmissible condition. The transmissibility of INF
is arbitrarily set to 1.0, so other conditions can have greater or lesser transmissibility by adjusting the transmissibility
property to a value other than 1.0.
FRED SIMS includes a command fred_calibrate_contacts that performs the default calibration. In terms of the
methodology described above, here is a summary of the fred_calibrate_contacts command:
Identify calibration parameters
The calibration parameters are:
• Household.contact_rate
• Block_Group.contact_rate
• Census_Tract.contact_rate
• County.contact_rate
• School.contact_rate
• Workplace.contact_rate
• Classroom.contact_rate
• Office.contact_rate
It is reasonable to assume that correlations exist among some of these parameters. In particular, we assume that agents
in the small work groups (Classroom and Office) have twice as many contacts per hour as they do in the corresponding
large mixing groups (School and Workplace, respectively). In addition, we assume that the contact rates are the same
in all the community mixing groups representing neighborhood settings, including Block_Group, Census_Tract, and
County.
With these assumptions, the set of independent calibration parameters is reduce to the following four:
• Household.contact_rate
• Neighborhood.contact_rate
County.contact_rate)

(used

to

set

Block_Group.contact_rate,

Census_Tract.contact_rate,

and

• School.contact_rate (used to set Classroom.contact_rate)
• Workplace.contact_rate (used to set Office.contact_rate)
Select model output
The observational data used as a calibration target was a published study that showed the 1957 pandemic influenza
had an attack rate of about 33%, and contact tracing studies showed that about 30% of the infection occurred in the
household, and 70% outside the home. Later models divided the 70% of transmissions outside the household in to
roughly 33% in the general community, and the remainder in schools (2/3rds or the remainder or 24.6% of the total) in
schools, and in workplaces (1/3rd of remainder of 12.4% or total).
The model outputs include the symptomatic attack rate (percent of the population to enter the symptomatic state Is)
and the count of infections occurring in each of the four categories of mixing groups in the observational data.
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Choose categorical vs best-fit calibration
The fred_calibrate_contacts script adopts a best-fit approach, computing the difference between the model outout
and the target output.
Fitting time-series data
The fred_calibrate_contacts command evaluates a parameter set by computing the final difference between the
simulation output and the target outputs at the end of an influenza season. Thus, it does not take time-series data
explicitly into account.
Design and conduct simulation experiments
The fred_calibrate_contacts script runs a series of simulations until the error between the model output and the
target output is below a user-defined threshold. After each job, the script adjusts the calibration parameters to reduce
the expected error in the next round. In effect, the script performs a local minimization search until the error is below
threshold.
Analyze calibration experiment results
In our experience, the method in fred_calibrate_contacts is consistently successful, when given reasonable initial
settings, in calibrating the model to within a error threshold of 0.01, which appears to be sufficient to closely match the
target infection distributions in the different mixing groups. If the threshold is set too low (e.g., 0.0001), the method can
fail to find an acceptable calibration. If more precise calibration is needed, a different optimization may be required.
Using fred_calibrate_contacts
To see the help output for fred_calibrate_contacts, run the command with the -h option:
$ fred_calibrate_contacts -h
usage: fred_calibrate_contacts -p oldmodel [ options ], where options include:
-c condition: name of the condition to calibrate [INF]
-h: print this help message.
-m cores: run m simulations in parallel [4]
-n runs: run n simulation to evalaute each parameter set [20]
-p: initial main program file [main.fred]
-t threshold: error threshold for accepting parameters [0.01]
-A Attack_rate: target symptomatic attack rate [33]
-H Htarget: target percent of infections in households [30]
-N Ntarget: target percent of infections in neighborhoods [33]
-S Starget: target percent of infections in schools [24.66]
-W Wtarget: target percent of infections in workplaces [12.34]
output: The file parameters.fred will contain the updated parameter settings.
To run the fred_calibrate_contacts command with the default settings, you can simply specify the main program
file:
$ fred_calibrate_contacts -p main.fred
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The FRED program must include a WHERE condition and defined the parameters required for calibration:
simulation {
locations = Allegheny_County_PA
start_date = 2020-Jan-01
end_date = 2020-Sep-01
}
use FRED::Influenza
include where.fred
parameters {
Household.contact_rate = <initial_value>
Block_Group.contact_rate = <initial_value>
Census_Tract.contact_rate = <initial_value>
County.contact_rate = <initial_value>
School.contact_rate = <initial_value>
Classroom.contact_rate = <initial_value>
Workplace.contact_rate = <initial_value>
Office.contact_rate = <initial_value>
}
include parameters.fred
The parameters block is optional, and lets you specify initial estimates for the contact rates if available. If this block is
omitted, the initial values will be taken from the FRED configuration file ${FRED_HOME}/library/Config/Config.fred.
Note that the script rewrites the file parameters.fred at each iteration. This file also contains the final calibration values.
The file where.fred defines a condition that provides counts of where each agent was infected:
condition WHERE {
start_state = None
state None {}
state H {}
state N {}
state S {}
state C {}
state W {}
state O {}
state X {}
}
state INF.E {
if (exposed_in(INF,Household)) then set_state(WHERE,H)
if (exposed_in(INF,Block_Group)) then set_state(WHERE,N)
if (exposed_in(INF,Census_Tract)) then set_state(WHERE,N)
if (exposed_in(INF,County)) then set_state(WHERE,N)
if (exposed_in(INF,School)) then set_state(WHERE,S)
if (exposed_in(INF,Classroom)) then set_state(WHERE,C)
if (exposed_in(INF,Workplace)) then set_state(WHERE,W)
if (exposed_in(INF,Office)) then set_state(WHERE,O)
if (exposed_externally(INF)) then set_state(WHERE,X)
}
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The fred_calibrate_contacts script uses the output variables associated with the WHERE condition to compare the
model to the target infection values for households, neighborhoods, schools and workplaces.
After executing the fred_calibrate_contacts command, the file parameters.fred looks something like the following:
parameters {
### CALIBRATION PHASE II STEP 8 at Sat Nov 14 15:54:08 2020
### runs = 4 cores = 1
Household.contact_rate = 0.16692
Block_Group.contact_rate = 0.36135
Census_Tract.contact_rate = 0.36135
County.contact_rate = 0.36135
School.contact_rate = 0.15828
Workplace.contact_rate = 0.03653
Classroom.contact_rate = 0.31657
Office.contact_rate = 0.07305
}

1.1.5 Chapter 5: Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is the process of determining the effect of model parameter values on the performance of the
model.
Model Parameters
Model parameters are numeric values that influence the behavior of the model, such as:
• probability of transmission in a disease model
• the duration of infection
• the size distribution of households
Some example of parameters and their likely sources include disease natural history parameters:
• Number of days latent or infectious (probability distributions) [from literature]
• Probability of being asymptomatic when infected [literature, expert opinion]
• Reduction in infectivity if asymptomatic [literature, expert opinion]
• Probability of staying home when sick [survey, expert opinion]
• Weekend community contact increase [mobility data, literature]
• Daily number of contacts per day in households, schools, or workplaces [observational studies, reasonable
guesses]
Whenever possible, it is desirable to use values based on sound theory, the scientific literature, or direct observation.
The consensus opinions of experts or other stakeholders is also a valuable source for setting parameters. However,
even the best sources of information often provide only a range of values for some model parameters. And some model
parameters may still be unknown or unmeasurable in real systems. The calibration process discussed in the previous
chapter can be used to identify reasonable values for such model parameters.
Regardless of the source of model parameters, it is often important to understand how sensitive the model is to selected
values of the model parameters. Generally speaking, if small changes in a parameter lead to significant changes in the
output of the model, the model is said to be sensitive to that parameter. We might also say that the parameter is sensitive
for this model. If a parameter is particularly sensitive, it may be worthwhile to spend extra time and effort to obtain an
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accurate value for the parameter. On the other hand, if a parameter is not particularly sensitive, then it may not require
further investigation of measurement. Keep in ming the purpose of the model. Some outputs may be sensitive to some
parameters, while other outputs of the model may not be sensitive to the same parameters.
This chapter describes a workflow for running a sensitivity analysis on FRED models. In particular, we describe a
process called local sensitivity analysis in which parameters are varied one at a time.
The Sensitivity Analysis Process
Sensitivity analysis in FRED involves running a series of jobs that systematically vary the values of selected parameters
one at a time and measure the impact of each change on a selected set of output variables.
The steps in the process include:
1. Identify the set of variables parameters
2. Select a reference value for of the variable parameters
3. Select a level of variation to explore for each of the parameters
4. Identify the set of output variables of interest
5. Run a set of jobs that varies each input parameter around its reference value
6. Collect the resulting output values in a spreadsheet for further analysis
Reference Values
For each uncertain parameter in the model, identify a reference value. Sources of reference values include:
• Empirical observation
• Scientific literature
• Expert opinion
• Other established models
• Reasonable estimates
Document each reference value by citing published sources or personal communications, and record whether the reference sources provide specific values or ranges.
It’s a good practice to give each reference value a ranking, for example, 1..5 where 1 is highly uncertain, and 5 is
highly certain. We may want to focus additional data-gathering efforts on parameters that are both highly uncertain
and highly sensitive.
FRED Sensitivity Analysis with fred_make_sa
FRED SIMS provides a command fred_make_sa that creates a workflow for performing local sensitivity analysis.
The steps of the workflow are:
1. Create a configuration file that
• Gives the workflow a title
• Lists the test variables with their reference value and test range
• Lists the FRED output variables of interest
2. Run fred_make_sa on the config file:
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• Creates a parameter file for baseline reference values
• Creates 2 parameter files for each test variable (with high and low values)
• Creates a script to run a job on each parameter set
• Creates a script to collect results from all jobs into a spreadsheet for further analysis
3. Run the job execution script
4. Run the data collection script
5. Analyze the results to identify the sensitivity of the model to the test variables
The output of fred_make_sa --help gives the options and a sample configuration file:
$ fred_make_sa [--help][-n runs][-m simultaneous_runs][other options]
-f file :
the name of the configuration file. (default = sweep.config).
-h
print out this help message.
-m <int> :
the number of simultaneous runs to allow (default = 1)
-n <int> :
the number of simulation replications to run (default = 20)
-p program :
the name of the main FRED program (default = main.fred)
#################################################
# Sample FRED Sensitivity Analysis config file
#
# Lines that starts with # are ignored.
#
FRED Sensitivity Analysis Title: Influenza
Variable Parameters:
sick_day_prob = 0.5, 5%
influenza_symp = 0.67, 5%
weekend_contact_rate = 1.5, 5%
school_classroom_size = 40, 5%
office_size = 50, 5%i
Output Variables:
FRED.Tot_Deaths
#################################################

Example
The components to include in a sensitivity analysis, including which parameters to vary and which outputs to measure,
are always dependent on the specific purpose of the model. That is, if a certain output variable is very important to the
purpose of the model, then that output variable should be included as the target of the sensitivity analysis.
In this example, we examine the sensitivity of a simplu flu model to some of the default parameter values in the FRED
configuration file. The main.fred file is shown below:
# Main program for sensitivity analysis of contact rates
simulation {
locations = Jefferson_County_PA
start_date = 2021-Jan-01
(continues on next page)
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end_date = 2021-May-01
}
use FRED::Influenza {
condition = INF
trans = 1.0
import_count = 10
symp_prob = symptomatic
stay_home_prob = sick_day_prob
}
variables {
global exposed
exposed.output = 1
global sick_day_prob
global symptomatic
}
state INF.E {
exposed = exposed + 1
}
For this illustration, we select the following input parameters:
• sick_day_prob = probability of staying home when sick
• symptomatic = percent of infections that results in symptoms
• Household.contact_rate = number of potentially transmissible contacts per hour in the household
• School.contact_rate = number of potentially transmissible contacts per hour in the school
• Classroom.contact_rate = number of potentially transmissible contacts per hour in the classroom
• Workplace.contact_rate = number of potentially transmissible contacts per hour in the workplace
• Office.contact_rate = number of potentially transmissible contacts per hour in the office
• School.partition_size = maximum number of students per classroom
• Workplace.partition_size = maximum number of workers per office group
As an output of interest, we select:
• FRED.exposed = a global variable set to the total number of infections in the model
Suppose we have decided to measure the effects of a 10% variation in each of the first seven parameters, and that we
want to vary the assumption on classroom sizes by plus or minus 5 and the office group size by plus or minus 10. The
corresponding configuration file could be called flu.config:
#################################################
# Sample FRED Sensitivity Analysis config file
FRED Sensitivity Analysis Title: flu
Variable Parameters:
sick_day_prob = 0.5 10%
symptomatic = 0.67 10%
(continues on next page)
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Household.contact_rate = 0.16692 10%
School.contact_rate = 0.15828 10%
Classroom.contact_rate = 0.31657 10%
Workplace.contact_rate = 0.03653 10%
Office.contact_rate = 0.07305 10%
School.partition_size = 35 5
Workplace.partition_size = 40 10
Output Variables:
FRED.exposed
Each parameter is given a reference value (first value after =), and a variation indicator. An indicator with a percent
sign (e.g. 10%) means that we want to test values that increase or decrease the reference value by the indicated percent.
If no % symbol occurs, the reference valued will be varied by the absolute amount shown.
There must be at least one output variable listed.
The following bash script illustrates the typical use of fred_make_sa in a workflow.
#!/bin/bash
# script to run sensitivity analysis on influenza model
# create the scripts to run a sensitivity analysis with title “flu”
fred_make_sa -f flu.config -p main.fred -n 20 -m 5
# run the jobs in the sensitivity analysis
run_sa.flu
# collect the results in a csv file
get_results_sa.flu
In this example, we have 9 test parameters. Therefore, the fred_make_sa command creates 19 parameter files, one
for the baseline case in which all parameters are set to their reference values, one for each parameter using the high
value of the parameter, and one for each parameter using the low value for the parameter. These files are written in a
sub-directory named SA.<title>, in this case:
$ cd SA.flu; ls
parameters.baseline
parameters.sick_day_prob=0.55
parameters.sick_day_prob=0.45
parameters.symptomatic=0.737
parameters.symptomatic=0.603
parameters.Household.contact_rate=0.183612
parameters.Household.contact_rate=0.150228
parameters.School.contact_rate=0.174108
parameters.School.contact_rate=0.142452
parameters.Classroom.contact_rate=0.348227
parameters.Classroom.contact_rate=0.284913
parameters.Workplace.contact_rate=0.040183
parameters.Workplace.contact_rate=0.032877
parameters.Office.contact_rate=0.080355
parameters.Office.contact_rate=0.065745
(continues on next page)
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parameters.School.partition_size=40
parameters.School.partition_size=30
parameters.Workplace.partition_size=50
parameters.Workplace.partition_size=30
The command fred_make_sa -f flu.config -p main.fred -n 20 -m 5 also creates a script named run_sa.
flu that runs a fred_job command for each of the generated parameter files using the options listed on the
fred_make_sa command line. In this case, we run 20 simulations for each job, using 5 parallel executions.
Finally, fred_make_sa creates a second script called get_results_sa.flu that collects results for each output variable in a csv file showing how the variation in one of the parameters impact the output variable.
Upon completion of the 19 fred_job commands in the run_sa.flu script, the following table of results is created by
get_results_sa.flu:

Each job in the sensitivity analysis results in one row in the table. The first column shows the parameter value that
was used in the job; all other parameter were set to their reference values. The columns labeled median, ci_low and
ci_high give the median and confidence interval for the output variable over the 20 runs. The final column gives
the percentage difference for the output variable between the job with the parameter value in the first column and the
baseline job.
If there is more than one output variable, a separate spreadsheet is created for each output variable.
As the table above shows, the results show that some parameters are more sensitive than others. For example, a 10%
variation in the sick_day_prob results in more than 6% change in the number of infections in the model. The parameters symptomatic and Household.contact_rate have less effect than sick_day_prob, but much more effect
than the remaining parameters, which change the overall infections by less than 2%.
The interpretation of these results depends on the purpose of the model. If the model is judged to be highly sensitive
to a given parameter, then it might be worthwhile to investigate other sources of data to help reduce to uncertainty in
the parameter’s reference value. On the other hand, parameters that are judged to be insensitive may not require further
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investigation.
Further Sensitivity Analysis
In addition to the approach described here, there are many other approaches to uncertainty analysis that are beyond
the scope of this guide. For example Global Sensitivity Analysis investigates how a model is affected by changing
combinations of parameters, and Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis relates the output of a model to the uncertainty
distribution of the input parameters. For these approaches, the fred_sweep command may provide the basis for more
sophisticated methods.

1.2 FRED Simulation Information Management System Reference
FRED includes a set of command-line tools as part of the FRED Simulation Information Management System (SIMS)
that manages the workflow and data associated with a user’s FRED projects. Using FRED SIMS helps to ensure that
FRED projects are reproducible.
This section provides a reference for the tools provided with FRED SIMS. These are presented alphabetically for easy
reference.

1.2.1 FRED
Perform a single run of a FRED program.
Synopsis
usage: FRED -p program -r run_number -d output_directory [ -c ]

Description
Run the FRED program in the current working directory. While job control commands such as fred_job are normally
used, FRED programs can also be run directly with this command. By default, this command creates a directory OUT
where results are stored, and a report is written to the file OUT/RUN1/out1.csv. Log messages are printed on the screen,
although these can be redirected to a file as shown in the examples.
Options
-p The main program file, or main.fred by default.
-r The run number to assign to the program, or 1 by default.
-d The directory for program output, or OUT by default. This directory is created if it does not exist.
-c If provided, the command will run the FRED compiler instead of running the simulation. Warnings and errors
discovered are printed to the screen.
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Returns
This command returns a 0 exit code on success, and a non-zero value otherwise.
Examples
The following command runs the model specified in the main.fred file as run number 1 and stores the results in the
directory OUT. Log messages are redirected into the file Log.txt.
$ FRED > Log.txt
This same command could also be specified as follows.
$ FRED -p main.fred -r 1 -d OUT > Log.txt

Errors
If the -c option is specified, then errors and warnings are written to the screen. Otherwise, any runtime problems will
result in an error message on the screen and the program will exit with a non-zero value.
A complete list of errors and warnings issued by FRED is not available at this time.
See Also
fred_compile, fred_job, fred_run, run_fred

1.2.2 fred_bundle_results
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
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Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.3 fred_calibrate_contacts
This reference page is not yet available.
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Synopsis
usage: fred_calibrate_contacts -p model [ options ], where options include:
-c condition: name of the condition to calibrate [INF]
-h: print this help message.
-m cores: run m simulations in parallel [4]
-n runs: run n simulation to evalaute each parameter set [20]
-p: initial main program file [main.fred]
-t threshold: error threshold for accepting parameters [0.01]
-A Attack_rate: target symptomatic attack rate [33]
-H Htarget: target percent of infections in households [30]
-N Ntarget: target percent of infections in neighborhoods [33]
-S Starget: target percent of infections in schools [24.66]
-W Wtarget: target percent of infections in workplaces [12.34]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
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Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.4 fred_calibrate_density
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_calibrate_density -p oldmodel [ options ], where options include:
-p: initial model file.
-h: print this help message.
-n runs: run n simulation to evaluate each parameter set.
-m cores: run m simulation in parallel.
-H Htarget: target fraction of infections in households. (default: 30)
-N Ntarget: target fraction of infections in neighborhoods. (default 33)
-S Starget: target fraction of infections in schools. (default 24.66)
-W Wtarget: target fraction of infections in workplaces. (default 12.34)
-A CARtarget: target clinical attack rate. (default 33)
-t threshold: error threshold for accepting parameters. (default 0.01)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
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Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.5 fred_calibrate_R0
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_calibrate_R0 -p oldprog -C condition [ -h | -r runs | -m cores | -M cpus | -d days ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.6 fred_cd
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_cd -k key

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.7 fred_clear_all_results
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_clear_all_results [ --help ]
CAUTION: This commands deletes ALL jobs stored in /fred/results !
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h or --help Print the usage message for this command.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This command is typically called with no options.
$ fred_clear_all_results

1.2.8 fred_compare_rt
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.9 fred_compile
Compile the given FRED program.
Synopsis
usage: fred_compile -d dir -p main.fred [ -s ]
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.10 fred_convert_map_data
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage:
-k
-k
-o

fred_convert_map_data -k key [ -r run -o outfile ]
this help message.
key of jobs to convert.
outfile: send output to indicated file.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.11 fred_csv
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage:
-k
-n
-v

fred_csv --help | -k key [-n run_number]
or --key
the key for a FRED job (no default)
or --run
if set, report a specific run number. default: --run 0
var
return the data for variable var

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.12 fred_debug
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This will be replaced with the command signature
usage: fred_get_debug --help | -k key
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.13 fred_delete
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_delete [-f] -k key [ -h ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.14 fred_doc
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This will be replaced with the command signature

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.15 fred_experiment_space
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_experiment_space -f config_file | --noclean -h \
| -s | [-n n | -m m | -c copy | -d delete | -r results | --wide]
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.16 fred_find
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_find -k key

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.17 fred_format
Format a FRED program file into
Synopsis
# This will be replaced with the command signature
usage: fred_format filename [ options ], where options include:
--check
- gives a non 0 exit code when differences exist
--diff
- prints the diff of the source and the formatted source
--help
- print this usage message
--in_place - make changes to file in place

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
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Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.18 fred_get_counts
This reference page is not yet available.
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Synopsis
# This
usage:
-v
-k
-n

will be replaced with the command signature
/fred/bin/fred_get_counts --help | -v var -k key [-n run_number]
the variable to get counts for
or --key
the key for a FRED job (default => look in local OUT dir)
or --run
the specific run number. default: --run 1

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
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See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.19 fred_get_csv
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This
usage:
-k
-f
-r

will be replaced with the command signature
fred_get_csv --help | -k key -f file [ -r run ]
or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
or --file the name of the file to fetch (required)
or --run
the number of the run (default = all runs)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code
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Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.20 fred_get_errors
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_errors --help | -k key
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
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Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.21 fred_get_exit_code
This reference page is not yet available.
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Synopsis
# Help information for this command is not available.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
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See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.22 fred_get_fips
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_get_fips location [ options ], where options include:
-h: print this help message.
-s: return only location with a single fips code
(usually a county but may be a city or census area).

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
Here are some examples.
$ fred_get_fips Pitts
Pittsfield_MA 25003
Pittsburg_County_OK 40121
Pittsburgh_PA 42003 42005 42007 42019 42051 42125 42129
Pittsylvania_County_VA 51143
$ fred_get_fips Pitts -s
Pittsfield_MA 25003
Pittsburg_County_OK 40121
Pittsylvania_County_VA 51143
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

$ fred_get_fips Pitts.*County
Pittsburg_County_OK 40121
Pittsylvania_County_VA 51143
$ fred_get_fips Pitts.*[MO]
Pittsfield_MA 25003
Pittsburg_County_OK 40121
$ fred_get_fips ^PA
PA 42001 42003 42005 42007 42009 42011 42013 42015 42017 42019 42021 42023 42025 42027␣
˓→42029 42031 42033 42035 42037 42039 42041 42043 42045 42047 42049 42051 42053 42055␣
˓→42057 42059 42061 42063 42065 42067 42069 42071 42073 42075 42077 42079 42081 42083␣
˓→42085 42087 42089 42091 42093 42095 42097 42099 42101 42103 42105 42107 42109 42111␣
˓→42113 42115 42117 42119 42121 42123 42125 42127 42129 42131 42133

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.23 fred_get_googlemap
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# Help information for this command is not available

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.24 fred_get_list
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage:
-k
-n
-v

fred_get_list --help | -v var -n run_number [-k key ]
or --key
the key for a FRED job (no default)
or -r
run number. default: 1
var
return the data for list-variable var

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.25 fred_get_log
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_log --help | -k key [ -n run ]
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
-n <N>
the run number of a FRED job (default = 1)
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.26 fred_get_md
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This will be replaced with the command signature

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.27 fred_get_mean
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_mean --help | -k key -v variable
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
-v or --var
the variable to be reported (required)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.28 fred_get_median
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_median --help | -k key -v variable
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
-v or --var
the variable to be reported (required)
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.29 fred_get_places
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This will be replaced with the command signature
usage: /fred/bin/fred_get_places --help | [ -k key | -d OUT]
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (no default)
-d
if no key, the OUT directory (default = OUT)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.30 fred_get_pop_files
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_pop_files location
-h: print this help message.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.31 fred_get_progress
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This
usage:
-k
-n

will be replaced with the command signature
fred_get_progress --help | -k key [ -r run ]
or --key
the key for a FRED job (required)
or -r or --run
the run number for a FRED job (default = all runs)
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.32 fred_get_records
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_records [ -k key | -p person_id | -s state ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.33 fred_get_startup_file
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# This will be replaced with the command signature

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.34 fred_get_stats
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_stats file ...
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.35 fred_get_z
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No usage information is available for this command

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.36 fred_gnuplot
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No usage information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.37 fred_id
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_id: key
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.38 fred_install_helpers
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# Usage information is not available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.39 fred_installation_test
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No usage information is available for this command

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.40 fred_job
Replace this with a short description
Synopsis
fred_job [ -h | -f | -k key | -K key with directory naming (overrides -k)
| -p main.fred | -s start_run_number | -n end_run_number | -m cores | -S ]
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Description
Replace with a description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Description of first option. List these in the same order as the usage message
-b End in a period.
Returns
Replace with the output or return value of the item, where applicable. Remove if there is no return value, or for a factor
that simply evaluates to a value.
Examples
Give one or more examples of this item.
# some code
# If a keyword is not highlighted, the FRED lexer may need to be updated

Environment
Optionally included if there are key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. Otherwise remove this section.
Errors
Optionally list errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required. Otherwise remove this section.
Notes
Replace with any further notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
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See Also
Replace with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.41 fred_jobs
This command lists all jobs in the FRED results directory.
Synopsis
fred_jobs [ --help ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
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Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.42 fred_library
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_library [ options ], where options include:
-h, --help: print this help message.
-l, --list: list the available libraries.
-p=LIB, --prog=LIB: print the LIB prototype.
-d=LIB, --doc=LIB: print the documentation for LIB.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
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Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.43 fred_log
This reference page is not yet available.
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Synopsis
usage: fred_log -k key [ -n run | -o options ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
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See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.44 fred_make_batches
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_make_batches [-h|-n batches|-f taskfile|-o outfile|--batchfile batchfile |--debug|-˓→wide]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
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Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.45 fred_make_csv_files
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No usage information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
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Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.46 fred_make_map
This reference page is not yet available.
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Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_make_map [ options ], where options include:
--api_key <key>: if set, use this api_key to obtain Google maps ["none"]
--border 0/1: if set, display border around map with lat-lon labels [0]
--color "color1 color2 ..." : list of colors for datafiles
--country <name> : plot the named country [usa]
--datafiles 'file1 files2 ...' [""] (REQUIRED)
--day day-counters : simulation day [0]
--date <str> : simulation date [""]
--display 0/1: if set, display the map [1]
--google : if set, use a google map as a background image [1]
--grid <0/1>: if set, show grid. [0]
--help: print this help message
--lw <n> : use linewidth n to outline counties [2]
--max <val> : use the given value as the maximum for color plots [10]
--ps "point-size1 point-size2 ..." : list of point sizes for datafiles
--pt "point-type1 point-type2 ..." : list of point types for datafiles
--shapefile <0/1> : if set, draw the shapefile for each fips code
--show_names <0/1>: if set, show local place names
--subtitle <str> : subtitle for each map [" "]
--term <type> : plot using the specified terminal type [png]
--title <str> : title for each map ["FRED Simulation"]
-x <xmin> : min value for x axis
-X <xmax> : max value for x axis
-y <ymin> : min value for y axis
-Y <xmax> : max value for x axis

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.47 fred_make_maps
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_make_maps [ options ], where options include:
--api_key <key>: if set, use this api_key to obtain Google maps ["none"]
--border 0/1: if set, display border around map with lat-lon labels [0]
--caption_colors 'c1 c2 c3': colors for left, center and right captions
--census_tracts 0/1: plot census tracts [0]
--center_caption '<text>' : center caption ['']
--colors 'c1 c2 c3 ...': colors for each variable []
--country <name> : plot the named country [usa]
--finish <n>: finish movie on specified day [0]
--framerate <n>: frame per second [3]
--google <n>: if set, use a google map as a background image [1]
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

--grid <0/1>: if set, show grid. [0]
--help: print this help message
--interval <n> : movie includes every nth day [1]
--keep: keep individual frames [off]
--key <id> : plot the job with given id [none - must be specified]
--left_caption '<text>' : left caption ['']
--lightness <n> : set lightness of background map [0]
--lw <n> : use linewidth n to outline counties [2]
--max <val> : use the given value as the maximum for color plots [10]
--output <str> : movie file name with extension .mp4 added [job_name]
--parallelism <n> : plot n maps in parallel [10]
--periods 'n1 n2 ...' : plot accumulated locations of var over given number of days␣
˓→[ '1 1 ...' ]
period=0 means map all locs since start of the run
--play <0/1> : if set, play the movie after it is made [0]
--ps 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point sizes [ '0.002 0.002 ...' ]
--pt 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point type [ '99 99 ...' ]
--right_caption '<text>' : right caption ['']
--run <n> : plot results of run n [1]
--shapefile <0/1> : if set, draw the shapefile for each fips code
--show_names <0/1>: if set, show local place names
--start <n>: start movie on specified day [0]
--subtitle <str> : subtitle for each map [" "]
--subsubtitle <str> : subsubtitle for each map [" "]
--term <type> : plot using the specified terminal type [png]
--title <str> : title for each map ["FRED Simulation"]
--vars <v1,v2,...,vn> : variable to plot [none]
-x <xmin> : min longitude [none]
-X <xmax> : max longitude [none]
-y <ymin> : min latitude [none]
-Y <xmax> : max latitude [none]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
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Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.48 fred_make_movie
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_make_movie [ options ], where options include [default values]
--api_key <key>: if set, use this api_key to obtain Google maps ["none"]
--border 0/1: if set, display border around map with lat-lon labels [0]
--caption_colors 'c1 c2 c3': colors for left, center and right captions
--census_tracts 0/1: plot census tracts [0]
--center_caption '<text>' : center caption ['']
--colors 'c1 c2 c3 ...': colors for each variable []
--country <name> : plot the named country [usa]
--display <0/1> : if set, play the movie after it is made [0]
--finish <n>: finish movie on specified day [0]
--framerate <n>: frame per second [3]
--google <n>: if set, use a google map as a background image [1]
--grid <0/1>: if set, show grid. [0]
--help: print this help message
--interval <n> : movie includes every nth day [1]
--keep: keep individual frames [off]
--key <id> : plot the job with given id [none - must be specified]
--left_caption '<text>' : left caption ['']
--lightness <n> : set lightness of background map [0]
--lw <n> : use linewidth n to outline counties [2]
--max <val> : use the given value as the maximum for color plots [10]
--movie_format <str> : use the specified movie format [mp4]
--output <str> : movie file name with extension .mp4 added [job_name]
--parallelism <n> : plot n maps in parallel [10]
--periods 'n1 n2 ...' : plot accumulated locations of var over given number of days␣
˓→[ '1 1 ...' ]
period=0 means map all locs since start of the run
--play <0/1> : if set, play the movie after it is made [0]
--ps 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point sizes [ '0.002 0.002 ...' ]
--pt 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point type [ '99 99 ...' ]
--right_caption '<text>' : right caption ['']
--run <n> : plot results of run n [1]
--shapefile <0/1> : if set, draw the shapefile for each fips code
--show_names <0/1>: if set, show local place names
--start <n>: start movie on specified day [0]
--subtitle <str> : subtitle for each map [" "]
--subsubtitle <str> : subsubtitle for each map [" "]
--term <type> : plot using the specified terminal type [png]
--title <str> : title for each map ["FRED Simulation"]
--vars <v1,v2,...,vn> : variable to plot [none]
-x <xmin> : min longitude [none]
-X <xmax> : max longitude [none]
-y <ymin> : min latitude [none]
-Y <xmax> : max latitude [none]
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.49 fred_make_params
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_make_params [ options ], where options include:
-f config.file: config.file contains specification of sweep parameters.
-h: print this help message.
-s: print a sample config file.
-k keystring : use string "keystring" as the base for the job key

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.50 fred_make_qsub
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_make_qsub [-c cores | -t time | -d dir | -r RESULTS_DIR |--debug | --wide | -˓→taskfile taskfile]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.51 fred_make_rt
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.52 fred_make_rt_all
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.53 fred_make_rt_all_local
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.54 fred_make_rt_local
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.55 fred_make_sa
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_make_sa [--help][-n runs][-m simultaneous_runs][other options]
-f file :
the name of the configuration file. (default = sweep.config).
-h
print out this help message.
-m <int> :
the number of simultaneous runs to allow (default = 1)
-n <int> :
the number of simulation replications to run (default = 20)
-p program :
the name of the main FRED program (default = main.fred)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
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Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.56 fred_make_sweep
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_make_sweep [--help] | [other options]
--delete <int> :
if positive, run fred_delete before each job to clear␣
˓→previous results.
if set to 2, also run fred_delete after running collection␣
˓→script.
--collect <filename> : the name of the data collection script.
-f file :
the name of the configuration file. (default = sweep.config).
-h
print out this help message.
-m <int> :
the number of simultaneous runs to allow (default = 1)
-n <int> :
the number of simulation replications to run (default = 20)
-s <int> :
the start run_number (default = 1)
-p program :
the name of the main FRED program (default = main.fred)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
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Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.57 fred_make_tasks
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_make_tasks [--help][-n runs][-m simultaneous_runs][-o outfile][-r results_dir][-d␣
˓→delete][other options]
--help
print out this help message.
-d <int>
if set, run fred_delete before each job to clear previous results.
if -d 2, also run fred_delete after running collect_task_data.
-k or --key
base of fred_key. the sweep parameters are appended to this to get␣
˓→the FRED key.
-m <int>
the number of simultaneous runs to allow (default = 1)
-M <int>
when running under pbs, allocate this many cpus to each jobs.␣
˓→(default = 1)
-n <int>
the number of simulation replications to run (default = 20)
-o outfile
the name of the tasks file. (default = tasks).
-r results_dir the location of the RESULTS directory.
--threads <int> the number of threads to use for each job (default = 1)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code
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Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.58 fred_map
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_map [ options ], where options include [default values]
--api_key <key>: if set, use this api_key to obtain Google maps ["none"]
--caption_colors 'c1 c2 c3': colors for left, center and right captions
--census_tracts 0/1: plot census tracts [0]
--center_caption '<text>' : center caption ['']
--colors 'c1 c2 c3 ...': colors for each variable []
--country <name> : plot the named country [usa]
--display <0/1> : if set, play the movie after it is made [0]
--help: print this help message
--key <id> : plot the job with given id [none - must be specified]
--left_caption '<text>' : left caption ['']
--lightness <n> : set lightness of background map [0]
--lw <n> : use linewidth n to outline counties [2]
--output <str> : movie file name with extension .mp4 added [job_name]
--periods 'n1 n2 ...' : plot accumulated locations of var over given number of days␣
˓→[ '1 1 ...' ]
period=0 means map all locs since start of the run
--play <0/1> : if set, play the movie after it is made [0]
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

--ps 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point sizes [ '0.002 0.002 ...' ]
--pt 'n1 n2 n3' : plot dots using point type [ '99 99 ...' ]
--right_caption '<text>' : right caption ['']
--run <n> : plot results of run n [1]
--shapefile <0/1> : if set, draw the shapefile for each fips code
--subtitle <str> : subtitle for each map [" "]
--subsubtitle <str> : subsubtitle for each map [" "]
--title <str> : title for each map ["FRED Simulation"]
--vars <v1,v2,...,vn> : variable to plot [none]
-x <xmin> : min longitude [none]
-X <xmax> : max longitude [none]
-y <ymin> : min latitude [none]
-Y <xmax> : max latitude [none]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
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Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.59 fred_merge
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_merge -r source_results_dir [ -k key ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-r The source results directory
-k The job key
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.60 fred_pair_sensitivity
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_pair_sensitivity [-f config_file | -h | -s ]
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.61 fred_param
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.62 fred_pdf_to_png
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.63 fred_peak
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_peak -k key
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.64 fred_perl_packages
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.65 fred_plot
Create a plot of one or more FRED output variables for one or more FRED jobs.
Synopsis
usage: fred_plot -k key -v var [ options ], where options include:
-a: show all individual runs.
-b: plot bar charts instead of curves.
-d 0/1 : display the image file (default = 1).
-e: include error bars on plot.
-f font : use the named font.
-F fontsize: specify font size.
-h: print this help message.
-k key [ -k key ... ]: keys of jobs to plot.
-n: scale y-axis to show counts per <s> people.
-o outfile: send output image to indicated file.
-r <n>: show individual run <n>.
-s <s> : scale factor for normalization.
-t title: Title to appear on plot.
-v var [ -v var ... ]: variable to be plotted.
-V: print list of available variables and exit.
-w: plot variables averaged over epi weeks.
-x xmin: min value for x-axis.
-X xmax: max value for x-axis.
-y ymin: min value for y-axis.
-Y ymax: max value for y-axis.
--yearly: plot annual values
--monthly: plot monthly values
--xtics <n>: put a tic mark every <n> units.
--xlabel <s>: label the x axis with the string <s>.
--ylabel <s>: label the y axis with the string <s>.
--year 1: show year in xtics.
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Description
This command requires gnuplot.
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.66 fred_pp
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_pp [-i indent] filename

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.67 fred_pp_new
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.68 fred_psa
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_psa [-f config_file | -h | -c | -b ]
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.69 fred_psa_make_params
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.70 fred_R0
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: /fred/bin/fred_R0 --help | -v var [ -k key ]
-v var
the condition variable to be reported
-k or --key
the key for a FRED job (no default)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.71 fred_read_shapefile
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.72 fred_records_to_csv
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_get_records [ -k key | -p person_id | -s state ]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.73 fred_red
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_red -h | -k key | -p model.fred | -s start_run_number
| -n end_run_number | -m cores | -C csvfile -D dateheader -T target -L label

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.74 fred_rt
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.75 fred_rt_all
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.76 fred_rt_all_local
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.77 fred_rt_local
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.78 fred_run
This command is identical to run_fred.
Synopsis
usage: run_fred -d dir -p main.fred -s start_run -n end_run

See Also
run_fred

1.2.79 fred_scan
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_scan --help | -k key -p program -v variable -o outvar --min min_val --max␣
˓→max_val [ -b params_base | -s -M ]
-a : if set, prints out the results of each job associated with the scan.
-b filename: if set, a file containing parameters to include in each job
-i value: the increment to be added to the changeable parameters (default = 0.1)
-k key:
the key for a FRED job (required)
-m int: the number of parallel jobs to run (default = 1)
--max minval: the upper bound for the changeable parameter (required)
--min minval: the lower bound for the changeable parameter (required)
-n int: the total number of jobs to run (default = 1)
-o outcome: the FRED output variable for the outcome (required)
-p program: the main FRED program file (required)
-s: if set, save each job (default => jobs are deleted)
-v parameter:
the parameter variable. (required)
-M: if set, the scan returns parameter with max outcome (default: return min outcome)

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
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Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.80 fred_stats
This reference page is not yet available.
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Synopsis
usage: fred_stats file ...

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
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See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.81 fred_status
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
usage: fred_status -k key [-s secs]

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
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Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.82 fred_sweep
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
fred_sweep [--help][-n runs][-m simulatenous_runs][-o outfile][-r results_dir][-d␣
˓→delete][other options]
-c
if set, copy the results to another directory.
-d <int>
if set, run fred_delete before each job to clear previous results.
if -d 2, also run fred_delete after running collect_job_data.
-f file
the name of the configuration file. (default = sweep.config).
-h
print out this help message.
-m <int>
the number of simulatenous runs to allow (default = 1)
-n <int>
the number of simulation replications to run (default = 20)
-p program
the name of the main FRED program (default = main.fred)
-r results_dir the location of the RESULTS directory.
-K
use a short key and produce KEYMAP.txt with "short-key = long-key"
--short
use a short key, that is TITLE-0, TITLE-1, etc.
--test
create files but do not execute
-s
print a sample configuration file.Try:
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.83 fred_unbundle_results
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.84 fred_version
Print the current FRED version number the environment is using.
Synopsis
fred_version

Description
The FRED Modeling Language™ uses a three-part version number, with a major, minor, and release number. See the
FRED Modeling Language documentation for a more thorough discussion on FRED versions.
Returns
The FRED version in use.
Examples
This command is called with no arguments
$ fred_version
7.3.0
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1.2.85 get_age_err
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.86 get_ages
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
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Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.87 get_extreme_ages
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.
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Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.
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1.2.88 get_state_fips
This reference page is not yet available.
Synopsis
# No help information is available for this command.

Description
This will be replaced with a command description
Options
-h Print the usage message for this command.
-a Option description, these will be in the same order as the usage message
-b Option description, ending in a period.
Returns
This will describe the typical output or return value of the item, where applicable.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Environment
This will describe any key environment variables or other environmental settings that impact this item. If none, this
will be deleted.
Errors
This will list the errors that may occur with this item. An exhaustive list is not required.
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Notes
Any other notes related to this item, or remove this section. This might include:
• The release this item was introduced. Use sentence “This <type> was introduced in release X.X”
• Implementation notes such as complexity or resource utilization (such as memory).
• Other important information as appropriate.
See Also
To be replaced with appropriate references, use the ref directive, as in
:ref:`fred_compile`
This produces the link fred_job, or just prints the name if the reference does not exist.

1.2.89 run_fred
Executes the FRED program in the current directory.
Synopsis
usage: run_fred -d dir -p main.fred -s start_run -n end_run

Description
This command performs multiple realizations (runs) of the FRED program in the local directory. Each run uses a
distinct seed for the random number generator, so the results will vary from run to run. The random seed for each run
is set based on the both the seed value set in the FRED program and on the assigned run number, so a collection of
FRED runs can be executed in any order with the same results.
Options
-d The directory relative to the current directory where run output should be stored. Default is OUT.
-p The FRED program file to run. Defaults to main.fred.
-s The starting run number. Default is 1.
-n The ending run number. Default is 1. Note that this is not the number of runs to perform, but rather the final run
number.
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Returns
This command exits with a 0 value on success, and a non-zero value if an error occurs.
Examples
This will provide one or more examples for the command.
# some code

Errors
This command runs fred_compile on the program, so errors or warnings detected by the FRED compiler are output
as part of this command.
It is an error if -d specifies an invalid directory, or if -p specifies a non-existent program file.
Notes
Typically, modelers do not use this command directly. Instead, the fred_job command is used, which uses run_fred
and creates additional files to help manage your work. It may be a good idea to use run_fred when initially developing
or debugging a model. If you have errors, check the output files in the OUT directory.
See Also
fred_compile, fred_job
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